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Athletic salaries
closely parallel
regional schools

Nothing to get alarmed about

The Dollars
and Sense
of College
Athletics
second in a series

Progress photo/CharNa Boson

Left to right, Andy Dean, B.J. Kitto, Jenny Dean and
Nicholas Silva wave goodbye to members of the
Richmond Fire Department Monday afternoon after

a false fire alarm at Henry Martin Hall, the 700 block
of Brockton Apartments.

Runoff election needed to name regent
By Audra Franks
Brent Risaer
A runoff election between Dr.
Bonnie Gray and Dr. Karl Kuhn will
decide who the university's faculty
regent will be for the next three years.
Ballots were sent so638 faculty members Monday and must be received by
the faculty senate'scommitteeonelecGray
Kuhn
tions by Tuesday to be counted.
eluded
in
the
original
ballot distribuGray, the current faculty represenlative on the Board of Regents, tallied tion. Also, 81 ineligible voters were
122 votes, Kuhn received 118, Dr. sent voting packets.
Dr. Doug Burnham, chairman of
Klaus Heberle, 94. and Dr. Morris
Taylor. 71, in the four-candidate race. the committee on elections, said academic computing services switched
Ballots were counted March 2.
Since no candidate polled a major- the mailing list for the regent election
ity of the votes cast, the faculty sen- with an unrelated mailing list containate'scommiuce on elections has called ing the names of faculty members who
for a runoff between the two top vote- teach for nine months out of the year.
Faculty must have the rank of at
getters.
However, the election didn't run as least associate professor in order to be
eligible for participation in the faculty
smoothly as planned.
Faculty Regent voting packets were regent election.
Burnham received calls from, or
mailed to faculty members Feb. 17,
but 13S eligible voters, mostly 12- was personally contacted by, 11 facmonth contract faculty, were not in- ulty members who had either received

incomplete ballot packets or not received one at all. Ballots were not
received by the chemistry department
although they had been sent Feb. 17
and were personally delivered later by
Burnham to the department.
"Just from the people who had
called in, it became clearer that what
had happened was that the lists had
gotten switched because the calls I
was getting were mainly from people

who were on 12-month contracts,"
Burnham said.
"Then I got a call from the chemistry department, saying no one in the
chemistry department had received a
ballot. Now that's obviously something that happened in the mail,"
Burnham said.
Of the 638 who received ballots,
433 were returned, but 10 of those had

(See GRAY, Page A-4)

Senate looks at ethics
By Brent Rawer
News editor
The faculty senate's committee on
faculty rights and responsibilities has
been asked for its judgment of proposals to restrict the activities of book
buyers on campus and to prohibit faculty from selling complimentary copies of textbooks.
Guentcr Schuster, faculty senate
representative of the biology department, proposed that such measures be
taken after faculty in his department

informed him they were missing books
from their offices and suspected book
buyers had taken them.
Publishers advertise their new textbooks by issuing free copies of them lo
faculty members who may recommend
that the book be adopted for their course
material. Book solicitors visit university faculty offices looking lo buy used
textbooks for resale lo bookstores, and
complimentary copies sometimes arc
on their shopping lists.
(See SENATE, Page A-e)

By Jeffrey Newton
Sports editor
Tim Moore has a simple answer for
why he has stayed at Eastern instead of
going lo elsewhere for more money.
Moore, the assistant coach for
Eastern's women's track team, said it
is a matter of trading a higher salary for
a little less pressure lo win at any cost
"If I wanted a lot of money, I would
have gone into business," Moore said.
"If you are at a regional university,
you realize you aren't going to get the
big bucks. I would like more money,
but it isn't the bottom line."
Moore has coached Jackie
Humphrey, a 1988 Olympic athlete,
an honor that has given him the chance
to go elsewhere. But money isn't the
deciding factor in athletics, he said.
In the university's $2.25 million
athletic budget for 1988-89. $854.911
was allotted for coaches' salaries. This
comes to 38 percent of the total athletic budget allotted for the year, with
the remaining 62 percent going toward
operating expenses and capital expenditures.
The highest paid coach at Eastern,
Roy Kidd. will make $63,000 this year.
and the lowest paid coach will make
$9,423, according to a report by the
university on faculty salaries.
Eastern's men's basketball coach.
Max Good, will make $36,000 this
year, nearly $27,000 less than Kidd.
Eastern coaches of non-revenue
sports receive similar salaries as their
counterparts at other state universities. Non-revenue sports are those
sports that are not expected to contribute additional income for the funding
of athletics.
For instance. Lew Smither, who
coaches golf, a non-revenue sport, will
earn $15.2X2 this year. Yet, Murray
Slate University, a school where enrollment is close to that of Eastern's.
pays its golf coach $16,285 annually.
Also, at Murray, the women's track
coach makes $12,610 a year, while
Eastern's men's track and cross country coach. Rick Erdmann, makes
$ 18,824 year. These figures are somewhat misleading in some cases.
Many coaches are paid a certain
amount for their leaching and a certain
amount for their coaching, such as
Erdmann. Although he makes $ 18.824
as a coach, the rest of his total salary
comes from the department in which
he leaches.

Erdmann has a different case in
that he coaches six sports for the price
of one. He is in charge of track: men's
and women's for both (he indoor and
outdoor season and cross country for
both the men's and women's teams.
Erdmann said he did not get a raise
when he was hired to lake over the
position in 1979 when another coach
took a leave of absence.
"Money was not the issue when I
look over the women's program,"
Erdmann said. Erdmann's salary totals $37334.
When Eastern's athletic director,
Donald Combs, was asked about salaries, he said Erdmann was well worth
the money.
"Rick Erdmann might be the best
deal at Eastern for the dollar. He
coaches six sports." Combs said.
But I ike most coaches doing a good
job. Erdmann' s salary, as well as many
other coaches, is not likely lo skyrocket
The university has a policy of merit
pay, and Combs is in charge of the distribution of that money. Therefore,
most salaries are non-negotiable once
the original offer is struck.
"You have to get a good deal when
you get here because it's not going to
change much," Combs said.
But Combs said he tries to give
equal amounts of merit pay to all the
coaches, and the pay increases from
last year to this year seem to support
that Moore, for example, has increased
from $16,618 to $17399 since last
year.
"I have consistently given merit
pay to about everybody," Combs said.
He said the structure of merit pay is
tricky because it is designed to reward
those who have done well and to hurt
those who don't.
"The theory is that if one person is
doing a good job, somebody out there
is doing a bad job," Combs said.
(See SALARIES, Page A-5)
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Cain awaits further surgery
By Doana Pace
Managiag editor
Dr. James Cain, SO. will meet
with his doctors Friday in Louisville lo
discuss the likelihood of receiving a
new heart, but he is no longer optimistic.
Cain, who in September became
the first patient in Kentucky to successfully receive an experimental bean
pump, has posed the question of receiving a new heart to his doctors for
six months.
Each time, another month seems to
be added lo his wait
"I don't understand the waiting
process anymore. It seems the longer
you wait, the better your chances would
be. but they keep changing the priority
classifications," Cain, an associate
professor in the accounting department, said Tuesday night
A donated heart would be needed
for the transplant, which Cain expects
to lake place in July or August
Friday's appointment is merely a
checkup during which tests will be
given and progress discussed, Cain
said. "They think it's important to see
ate — to look into my eyes. Maybe

there is some clue they get from that"
Cain said the formation of scar
tissue around his heart has lessened
the chances of his getting a donor's in
the near future.
"I'm just not the right model. I'm a
Yugo, and they're looking for a Cadillac with a lot of power. I can barely
make it up the hill," he said.

Morrison. "The only difference was
that I was in the hospital at the time.
Being 10 minutes away from the hos*«r
< ^
pital would have killed me."
^^P ^B*r^BBBf <^
On Sept 13,aNimbusHemopump
was inserted into Cain after he was
transported to Humana HospitalBBBf * V 4nfl
Audubon in Louisville.
More than 75 percent of the load
However, he is thankful for each on his heart was taken over by the pen^
day of IS hours of sleeping with his sized pump which carried as much as
a
gallon
of
Mood
per
minute
into
the
oxygen tanks, six kinds of medication
and five heart and body exercises heart
The pump was removed from Cain
*
*
because he said, "What time I get out
of this is a blessing, I've had the chance approximately two weeks later, and
he began his wait for a donor heart.
to live."
After the removal of the pump,
—
Cain's heart attack occurred after Cain saw bypass surgery as an alternahe had entered Paoie A. Clay Hospital tive, but now a transplant is the only
with chest pains.
answer.
Cain said already being in the
Bypass surgery requires the heart
hospital was "the miracle that saved to be in good working order, and Cain's
—■*.
me."
is destroyed. Cholesterol blocks the
When the attack occurred, he fell arteries leading to his heart, and the
into cardiogenic shock, meaning his damage done by the heart attack is
heart had failed and was not respond- irreversible.
Progress photo/CharN.Bolton
ing to treatment, said Dr. Michael
"If your gas tank is broken, there is BOWling for COIOnelS
no sense infilling it over and over with
Jones, his cardiologist
The university mascot tries to score another strike by tumbling through a row of megaCain described his attack as simi- gas; you get a replacement The heart
lar to those of singer Roy Orbison and attack destroyed my heart Now I must phones Saturday night at Morehead State University. The Colonels thumped Morehead
63-50 in the opening round of the Ohio Valley Conference basketball tournament.
South Carolina football coach Joe wait," Cain said.
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'Verses' ban considered censorship

University should respond to survey
The division of student life recently received the
results of a survey of male residents that revealed
some surprising and some obvious problems of life
in a men's residence hall.
The survey asked what conditions influence
whether men decide to stay on campus after they
turn 21.
Not surprising at all was the fact that men want
heat in the winter and air conditioning in the summer.
Also predictable was the desire for longer visitation
hours and better parking facilities.
Other expected answers were the implementation
of cable television, floor-by-floor coed housing,
sufficient hot water in showers and working elevators.
Some unexpected but entirely reasonable priorities were cheaper long-distance calling rates, bathroom privacy stalls and automobile loading areas.
These are simple, unextravagant conditions that
every home has and every person wants.
The university is less able to provide these conditions than a family home because of the massive
quantity of people it serves and the number of
facilities involved.
But most of these are necessities that the university has a responsibility, not just an option, to pro-

vide.
Heat in winter is a basic human need that should
be provided, as is air conditioning in the 90-degree
temperatures Richmond sometimes sees in August
and May.
Now that the university knows the problems and
concerns of male residents and what would influence them to stay on campus after turning 21, action
should begin to happen.
. Efforts should be made toward improvement in
every university division that can influence these
conditions, and it should begin immediately, not to
keep those discontented male residents on campus
but to make life easier and a little more pleasant for
those who choose to stay and more importantly for
those who don't have a choice.
Bathroom privacy stalls should be installed in all
men's halls by next semester, and the hot water
heaters, heaters and chillers that cause so much strife
on occasion should be revamped or replaced or
whatever it takes to make them more dependable.
We have no choice but to live on campus until we
turn 21, and some of us spend the entire three years
wishing we could move off.
Make life bearable for us while we're here, and,
even better, make us want to stay.

Senate petitions: a positive move
While plans for a legislative special session
addressing education arc being debated by legislators and the governor, the student senate is admirably attempting to persuade the parties to include
higher education in the agenda.
For the next two weeks, a campaign will be
rampant on campus, with students' signatures being
held more precious than votes. So precious are these
signatures that every state university is campaigning
for them.
Senators will be distributing petitions which ask
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson to include higher education in his plans for educational excellence. More
than 10,000 signatures are being sought from students in the cafeterias, classrooms, libraries and
organizational meetings.

The stacks of individual petitions will be delivered personally to the governor by senate president
Hunter Bates and his appointed student lobbyist Ed
Mcccc. Each university's student president will do
the same.
Not only should this attempt be applauded on a
campus level but on a state level as well.
However, it is our responsibility to not only
applaud the attempt but seek out the petitions and
make sure we are one of the 10,000 names the
governor reads from Eastern Kentucky University.
Higher education has been on the back burner
long enough.
We need to shove our concerns to the front, turn
it on high and let the governor know if he can't stand
the heat, he had better leave the kitchen.
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issue, and yet little is ever said publicly about the
need to censor these publications.
So why is there such an outcry? It seems that some
people simply refuse to give people in this country
credit for having enough intelligence to distinguish
between realism and satire.
Granted, probably a great number of people may
not be able to understand the meaning of the book
well enough to enjoy or be upset by it, but Roger
Meade is operating a bookstore at an institution of
higher learning, where ideas are developed and
exchanged.
The bookstore carried the book version of "The
Last Temptation of Christ" last fall during the muchpublicized movement by Christians to ban it from
theaters. Very little was said about the book being
sold there.
Why then would the bookstore management
decide to cany 'Temptation" and refuse to carry
Rushdie's book when far fewer people would be
upset by having Rushdie's book on the shelves?
Keeping this book off the shelves can lead to
restricting other important books from the shelves at
the discretion of die owners/operators, and two vital
parts of this nation's democratic system—freedom
of the press and freedom of information — could
soon be compromised.
This issue is not to be taken lightly, as actions
such as this can impede the democratic process by
denying the rights of citizens. We urge the management of the bookstore to rethink its stand on this
issue and offer Rushdie's book. Otherwise, how are
all the curious people out there to find out what the
foofaraw is all about?
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The ugly specter known as censorship once again
appeared last week when Roger Meade, director of
the university bookstore, said the store would not
offer the controversial book "The Satanic Verses."
Meade said he thought it would be "in poor taste
to enter into a controversy like that at this time."
Unfortunately for him — and for those of us who
will not be able to see what all the upheaval is about
—the issue at hand in this situation is not one of taste
but rather one of rights.
In Iran, the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini has
called for the head of the author off the book: Salman
Rushdie, an Indian-bom Muslim now living in
England. The Canadian government has refused to
allow the book's importation, fearing threats from
Moslem terrorists.
The United States constitutionally guarantees the
right of its citizens not only to write things which
may be controversial but also to read these things
when written by others. No religion is acknowledged as the central religion of this country, although Christianity clearly predominates.
Maybe the right-wing Christians who helped ban
the movie "The Last Temptation of Christ" from
theaters all over the country should be reminded that
the same laws that guarantee them the right to read
the Bible also guarantee U.S. citizens the right to
read Rushdie's book, regardless of the content or
public opinion.
Rushdie's book is fictional, a satire in which
Muhammed. an Islamic prophet, is often referred to
as "Mahound," a European term meaning devil.
Magazines like National Lampoon and Hustler refer
derogatorily to Christian beliefs in almost every
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Ambivalence accompanies aging
Suddenly the radar detector blares
its short, piercing wails throughout the
car. With little time to brace the door
handle, we swing from the left to right
lane, as Mom's foot slams on the brake
— speed decelerating from 67 mph to
45 mph in less than two seconds.
Mom continues her conversation
with Grandma as if see hadn't seen
those unforgettable moments in her
life — one being my birth — flash
before her on the bug- splattered windshield.
I slyly glance at my cousin Shane,
who is along for the joy ride, just in
time to see him grab his stomach,
surely remembering the first time his
mother nibbed that sticky Vicks dccongestant on it.
Of course the 11-year-old terror
sitting between Shane and I didn't
flinch. He is just a precious child with
no worries about the life beyond. In
fact he look advantage of Shane's
weakened condition, applying an elbow to his already unsteady midsectkm.
Why do I still expose myself to
such danger? When a young lass, I
could toss aside the frustrations of
family trips after receiving an icecream
cone from Daddy or the promise that if
I was good, I could stay on the beach
an hour longer.
After a female reaches 20, however, the struggle just isn't worth it.
Those rides cause wrinkling of the
skin and stress on the heart. Although
I still envy Peter Pan, I'm growing up
— dang it.
Pace-face, my identifying tag
throughout elementary and secondary

Could it be?

Donna Pace
schooling, just isn't as funny as it used
lobe.
Seeking solace, I look back to my
younger days, when crossing fingers
protected me from all the germs in the
world.
The cooties floating through the
school bus were no match for those of
us who stepped up the big steps with
one hand holding books an d lunch
and the oilier straight out in front of us
with two fingers firmly crossed.
Only two fingers could be crossed
because if four were, then the two
would cancel each other, therefore,
leaving one unprotected. (Quite similar to algebra where two negative integers make a positive.)
If solutions to diseases such as
AIDS were as easy as crossing your
fingers, think of all the fingers (maybe
even legs) that would be crossed.
There are also the memories made
with siblings. Those little remembrances stored within the heart that
pop out suddenly when watching the
actions of a child.
Take for instance sitting in chairs,
and more specifically reserving scats.

An old childhood tactic came back to
life when I was exposed to a lerm used
by friends.
They yell, ''shotgun,'' but in the
Pace household, we said "seat saved."
No matter who got in that green
and yellow plaid chair two inches from
the television, he had to leave if the
person before him had said seat saved.
And seat saved needed no further
explanation. The seat was reserved for
me until I chose to get it back. Of
course the stipulation read that once I
entered the den, I had to take the seat
back. If I forgot and walked from the
bathroom into the den and on to the
kitchen, then the seat was fair game.
Who made these rules? I wonder
now. Why did we follow them so
rigidly?
It must have been the innocence of
youth. The pleasure of not knowing
harsh reality — of believing Shane's
brother Jeff would always run to meet
me when I arrived at his home.
I would hop onto his back and get
a piggyback ride all the way to the
frontdoor.
Often Jeff still, meets me at my
aunt's door, however, my piggyback
ride has been replaced by a stroll in his
wheelchair.
It only look a second for his carlo
run off the side of the road. Within
hours we learned he would be paralyzed. Life t: ks on. As adults we
must accept .
Slowly I drift from the strong wings
of my parents, discovering the beauty
of flight, while living peacefully with
the thoughts of always being their
little girl.

In other words
To the editor:
I was somewhat flabbergasted by
the article written by Ms. Amy Caudill
in the March 2nd edition of the Progress.
I work in the Crabbe Library here at
Eastern. Shortly before Christmas, I
was approached by our Personnel
Officer and asked if I would be willing
to help during the Rush week of registration. I agreed to do so. There were
several days that I worked from 8:00 to
4:30 and the rest of that time I worked
from 10:00 to 2:00 — the primary
purpose being to relieve the Registration Center staff for a JOJBJDHIC lunch

break.
I have to ask — where on earth did
Ms. Caudill get her inaccurate information. The Registration Center does
most certainly not close during the
lunch hour. Each staff member takes a
30 minute break — of course they sit
at a terminal from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
— except on those days (at least four
that I am aware of) when they sit until
7:00 pm. I find it inconceivable that
Ms. Caudill would write such a story
without first researching it Had she
done so she would have known that
indeed the Registration Center is open
and lhal there arc 10 operators, not 15.
Might I add that four of those opera-

tors come from other offices on campus to help during die Rush.
The Registration Center is one of
the hardest working departments I have
ever had the pleasure of working with.
I think that it is time someone gave
them the credit they deserve. However, that can't be done unless the
facts are ALL known. I hope when
Ms. Caudill writes her next article she
will take the time to find out what the
facts really are. I would also hope that
the Progress editor and staff INSIST
that she does.
KayElkiB
Crabbe Library, ROOM 211

Apology
Last week in my Whatnot column, I talked about the
closing of university offices from noon to 1. Some of my
information was incorrect. The cashier's window in the
Coates Building is open all day from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
doesn't close for lunch. The window in the Powell Buildng does close for lunch, but it is usually operated by one

person. Abo. I made some unfair generalities about university office personnel. In no way did I mean to imply
that all office workers are gossipy loafers. I apologize to
those hard workers who don't take long lunches and who
take pride in what they do.
—Amy Caudill
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So, How did I do?

toy Marie Comrttoon

Jeannean Fredrick*, freshman, undeclared, Laurel County:
"Not selling it is going to make people
want to read it."
Karen Blancfcetjunior.specialeducation, Florence:
"I
don't think they should 'cause it's
Pullia
Plait
Olds
While
bad."
Woody PuUiaa*, junior, political sciRobin White, freshman, undeclared,
ence, Harrodsburg:
Columbus, Ohio:
"Sure, we live in a free country."
"People will find it if they want to read
it no matter where it is."
Liu Platt, freshman, business adI'm in a hurry to write this column.
ministration, Miami:
I'm not rushed to meet my Monday
Rob Olds, junior, political science.
"People should be able to use their
6 p.m. deadline for this literary work.
South Point, Ohio:
own judgement of whether to read itor
"I think it should be sold. It is our right Nor do I have anything else I'd rather
noc
do when I'm finished writing.
to choose if we read it."
"
Fredrkks
Blanche!
You see, being in a hurry is just my
style, and I have a difficult time tolerating slow people who don't care if
they 're late for an appointment or can't
keep
up with my pace.
Feb. 28:
The tnaiwhn report* have beta Med Feb. 24:
If you've looked up Type A perJoha S. Graatbo—t. 19. 224 S. Madison
wMaUicMiUrersM7'ia1vWoaarp«bac«re<;.
Pearl Shannon, Case Hall, reported the
Drive, was arrested on the charges of driving founding of nSe fire alarm in Case The sonality'' in a drciionary or a health
under the influence, attempting to elude an Richmond Pin: Department determined that a textbook lately, you might find a mug
Feb. 14:
pull nation had been activated, triggering the
Beta* Karamaar reported the ihcA of an officer, speeding and reckless driving.
of me like the one accompanying this
EUa WHHaaas. Mauox Hall, reported thai a alarm.
Onega photo enlaifer from Room 406 of the
column.
vending machine in the lobby of Manoa had
Campbell Building.
Wanda King. Martin Hall night superviThe description of this person might
Mar* Kasttz reported the sounding of the been pned open and some of the contents taken. sor, reported the smell of smoke in the area of
fire alarm in the Roark Building. The Richmond
the vending machines in the lobby of Mania read, "always worried, anxious, inFire Department determined the cause of the Feb. 27:
The Richmond Fire Department found the amell tense and sometimes arrogant"
Kevla Aadirsaa. Commonwealth Hall. u> be fumes from the exhaust pipe on the emeralarm to be a malfunction in the lyitem. The
My mother tells me my personality
reported
that
hit
vehicle
was
damaged
while
it
alarm sounded again a abort while later, and the
gency generator in the mechanical room.
probably
has a genetic link; her father
was
parked
on
Kit
Canon
Drive.
electrician on call wai dispatched to the buildAngela Bryant. Clay Hall, reported that
Donald Gaaawa*. Commonweakh Hall, her car had been damaged in Alumni Coliseum
was afraid the sky would fall in and
ing to check the tyttam.
reported the theft of bit car, a 19*6 Chevrolet Lea.
couldn't wait to get something done
Monte Carlo, from Commonweakh Lot
Feb. 25:
before that happened.
ma
tat
ll
tUcaatt,
Winchester,
reported
the
Tracer McCMUa. Brockton, repotted the
Mike BraaUc. Pakner Hall reported smoke
Well, I'm not Chicken Little, but I
theft
of
a
parking
decal
and
wallet
fram
hit
coming from the fifth and tilth floor, of Palmer. theft of her purse from a room at the Campbell
vehicle while a was parked in Lancatter Lot
catch myself doing things that my
The Richmond Fire Department determined Building.
Jolynn Norfleet, McGregor Hall, reported grandfather m ight have done before he
Jennifer Randall, Richmond, reported the
that no fire was present.
Katj McFall. Waken Halt, repotted the theft of her wallet from her pane while the the tounding of the fire alarm in McGregor. died about 20 years ago.
theft of her blue jeans from a washing machine purse was sating on a window sill in her office The Richmond Fire Department determined
For instance. I was in a hurry to gel
the cause of the alarm was that a light ballast
in the Coales Building.
in Walters.
to
homeroom
at my high school one
had
overheated
Chad wick E. Hardla, 20. was arrested on
Anthony Giambri. Palmer Hall, reported
KeaayMcMMan,Richmond, reported that
morning so I wouldn't have to march a
the charge of alcohol intoxication.
the theft of several hemi of jewelry from hit
Michael C. Sua»»an, 23. Palmer Hall wu room in Palmer. Giambri said he left the jew- a window had been broken on hit car in Lances half mile to the attendance director's
arrested on the charge of alcohol intoxication. elry on hiidreiser when he left to take a ihower BtrLoL
office and sign in tardy.
Tuck WOOIUBI. O'Donnell Hall, reported and found k misting upon bis return Total
So, in my infinite wisdom, I parked
■hat two exit signs in the lobby of O'Donnell value of the missing kemt it animated to be March 2:
Maria Kerr. Maoox Hall, reported the my car in the student lot and locked the
SI,460.
had been torn down and destroyad.
theft of her ring from a dresser in her room in door — with the keys in the ignition
Mauxx. Estimated value of the ring it $300.
and the motor running. Thanks to a
rjuttsscx:
Erie aaaaaaaaaa. Richmond, reported the quick-thinking friend with a clothes
theft of a pair of sunglasses and a radar detector
hanger, I made it to homeroom on
from his car while it was parked in Kit Carton
commuter lot. EitimMed value of the misting time.
I wish I had a dollar for every time
itemi it $220.

-m.W

Type A personality worrisome
My Turn

Police beat

WANT MORE
THAN A
DESK JOB?
Looking for an exciting and
challenging career
where each day is different?
Many Air Force people
have such a career as Pilots
ami Navigators. Maybe you
can join them. Find out
if you qualify. Contact your
Air Force recruiter today
Call

MSGT DENNIS UNDERWOOD
STATION TO STATION COLLECT
502-56S-63M

If you're interested in working for one of the nation's
premier community hospitals, we're ready to offer you a
position now! And we'll give you the opportunity to start
your career in a specialty or medical/surgical unit.
We're Booth Memorial Hospital. Located in Northern
Kentucky, we have committed ourselves to providing
greater Cincinnati with the best in medical care. Join us,
and you'll enjoy an excellent work environment set in the
heartland of the beautiful Kentucky countryside. Yet
we're just minutes from downtown Cincinnati, one of
America's most exciting cities. So whatever your lifestyle,
we can match it.
As a nurse at Booth, you'll benefit from a nurserver that
frees you to practice nursing not supply . . . clerical staff
to answer call light requests . . . pocket beepers while on
duty ... a generous time off program . . and an innovative new salary structure. Sound good? Then explore a
career at Booth as a nursing professional in one of the
following areas:
• ICCU
• Pediatrics
• Transitional Care
• Orthopaedics
• Medical/Surgical
This Spring Break make plans for your future. Call today,
or send your resume to:

Rhonda Schmalzried
Employment Coordinator
Booth Memorial Hospital
7380 Turfway Road
Florence, KY 41042
(606) B25-4257 (Collect)

bBOOTH
the nnfrvifion tinny

memorial HOSPITAL

An equal opportunity rmptnyrr

STUDENT SALES
GROUP LEADER

$1000 in 1 Week!

Full time summer position I

Must be responsible, mature individual.
Prefer associate professors, assistant
coaches. X-military. or graduate students.
Minimum age is 25. Realistic earnings to
$1000/wk. This Is not door to doorl Call
1-800-468-3276. Ask for Sherry Williams.

Student Organizations, Fraternities, and Sororities
needed for a one week marketing project right on
campus! Must be organized and motivated!
Call 1-800-960-8472 (Ext. ISO)

WOLFF TANNING
TECHNOLOGY
10 SESSIONS

SASSAFRAS-O.P.-CATALINA
AND MANY MORE

FOR SPRING BREAK 19891
ALL STYLES-ANY PRICE
EXTRA

Quarantaa: Wa usn only "original'
Wolff Syatam tanning bads and
bulbt, not chaapar Imitation*.
If you can And • baiiar tanning
ayatams anywhara In town, wall
aand you "thara'. for a fro*
aatslon, on us.
Vlalla aiplra 4/30/St

25% OFF W/COUPON
(Limit

ona-Explraa

3-1 •■•9)

UDI0

*

#11010

"The College Shop"

■^

EKU By Pan
Richmond
WEVE OOT THE BEST LOOK IN TOWNI

624-2727

20%

Dltcounl after 2:00pm

624-1193

u
—c
SALAD BAR
ONLY $2.99
(2:00pm-4:00pm only)

Limit one coupon par paraon.
Not vaM with any othar offar.
Coupon axptraa 3-16 86.

Ceo
u
SIRLOIN TIPS—
-NSALAD BAR
ONLY $4.99!

o

Cr

JO

Limit ona coupon par parson.
Not valid with any othar oflsr.
Coupon axplrat 3-15-80.

1*

RICHMOND

O

JOIN OUR
ALL-STAR CAST!

COLLEGE REP WANTEDtodistribute "Student Rate" subscription cards at this campus. Good
income. For information and
application write to: COLLEGIATE MARKETING SERVICES. 251 Glenwood Dr.
Mooresville, NC 28115. (704)
664-4063.

The curtain is rising on Richmond's newest quick-service restaurant. "Front Row" employment
opportunities are still available
Starring:

YOU!

PaaaataaJI Competitive Wages
Free Employee Meals
Flexible Hours
Cash Bonuses
Paid Vacations/Holidays
Advancement
Opportunities
Produced Jerrico. Inc ol LexingBy:
ton. KY FAZOLl'S is a
NEW chain of quickservice restaurants
These opportunities promise to
SELL OUT in a hurry1 Apply in
person Monday - Saturday from 9
AM - 6 PM at our new location:

FAZOLl'S
441 Leigh Way Drive
Richmond, KY
(off the Eastern By-Paw)
624-06*4

N

>~

AUTUMNBURGER-NBAKED POTATO
OR FRIES
ONLY $1.99
Lank ona coupon par paraon.
Not valid with any othar oflar.
Coupon axpasa 3-15-68

N

y-

STEAK-N-ALL YOU
CAN EAT SHRIMP
ONLY $7.99!
Land ona coupon par paraon.
Not valid with any othar oftar.
Coupon axplrat 3-15-88.

Classified
HELP WANTED

o

monday and tueadaytl

SWIMSUITS

$15.00 with coupon

the most of
your Spring Break
go back to school
with a new career!

I've gotten up in the morning and gone
to the shower in Palmer Hall without a
towel. I feel so stupid when I have to
ran back to my room to dry off leaving
a trail of water behind in the hallway
for the janitor to mop up.
I can also recall times when I've
been in such a hurry to go fishing or
hunting and forgotten to bring along a
pole or a shotgun. Like Rodney Dangerficld says,"It'snot easy being me."
Keeping track of car keys must
rank as the greatest problem of all, and
it seems to be one I don't have time to
solve. If I could only push a button or
flip a switch to get my car started, then
I wouldn't have to turn everything
upside down when my keys are missing. I get even more frustrated when I
can't even find duplicates of my car
keys.
So when I'm already in a rush to go
somewhere, the car key problem just
feeds on my anxiety. I wonder how
Type B people deal with this.
Type A people aren't fearless either. If the stale legislature or Congress ever approves a strict speed limit

MAKE UP TO

Special for EKU Students

NURSING
STUDENTS

Brent Risner

on pedestrian traffic, then I fear I'm
going to need to invest in a ball and
chain. I've already considered writing
to my representatives on this issue.'
Look at the time.
It's 7 p.m..and I've got to go to the
library before it closes, do accounting
homework, go to bed and get up at
7:30 ajn. tomorrow.
Anybody want to race me?
•••
Before I hit the library, I did want to
pass along some pent up feelings about
the NCAA investigation of the University of Kentucky basketball program.
I've followed Wildcat basketball
ever since the days of Kevin Grevey,
Mike Flynn and Bob Guyette, and I
hate to see the team suffer through a
season like it has in 1988-89.
I've also talked to a lot of students
who probably shouldn't donate their
blue blood to the Central Kentucky
Blood Center, and these people just
can't imagine that UK would ever
infringe upon NCAA rules even after
so much has already been disclosed
about Dwane Casey, Eric Manuel and
UK recruits.
1 don't know what's in the school's
response to the NCAA. But the fact
that the text covers 4.250 pages surely
doesn't make me feel this investigation is just another fairy tale.
I appreciate fan loyalty, but I cannot understand why so many people
still are oblivious to the problems inside
the Wildcat basketball program.

Assistant Manager tor Rental
Facility. Send resume to 400 Artz
Drive, Richmond, KY 40475.
$l0-$660 weekly/up mailing circulars! Rush self-addressed
stamped envelope: DEPT. AN7CC-AG2, 256 S. Robertson,
Beverly Hills. CA 90211.

PERSONAL

o
Counselors to work with children
with emotional and behavior
problems in an intense wilderness setting.
June 7 - July 29 $550-650.
Hearth Supervisor.
June 1 - July 29 $650 - $900.
Food Director.
May 15 - July 29 $500 - $600.
(606) 252-4733.
Helo Wanted
Weekend workers, Georgetown
area. 1st and 2nd Shifts Available Contact Rita between9& 4
253-4612.

LOSE WEIGHT SAFELY. 10 to
29 pounds per month. No Drugs,
No Exercise. Inexpensive, Guaranteed. Ask about Fat Blocker.
(606) 744-0893.
MISSING: Two Photo Umbrellas, one silver, one white. Taken
Saturday night on Madison Ave.
Useless for Rain- Please Return
to 117 Donovan Annex. REWARD OFFERED.

SAY IT IN THE CLASSIFIEDS!
ONLY$2 FOR 10 WORDSIII
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Horton served warrants
By Neil Roberts
Assistant mem* edUor
The Boyd County man involved
in the two-car crash near Ashland
Jan. 30 in which a university student and her mother were killed has
been served three warrants by
Ashland police, according to Bonnie Lewis, the secretary for Commonwealth's Attorney David
Hagerman of Ashland.
The warrants, issued to Charles
Marty Horton Jr., 26, carried one
count of first-degree assault and
two counts of first-degree murder.
The assault charge was brought
against Horton for the injuries sustained by a passenger in his car, 21year-old Scott Russell Boyd, who
remains in the hospital.
The murder charges stem from
the deaths of the two women, 18ycar-old Diana Hamilton, a freshman at the university at the time of
her death, and her mother Harriet
B. Hamilton, 47.
Horton was served the warrants
last Thursday before being transferred to an undisclosed out-of-state
hospital for further rehabilitation
for what Lewis called "serious
physical injuries."
Horton posted a $50,000 bond
on the assault charge but will remain under house arrest at the hospital because no bond has been set
for the murder charges.
Lewis said a Boyd grand jury

was scheduled to convene next
Monday in Catlcttsburg, but there
is no word yet on whether Horton's
case will be heard by that body, nor
whether, considering indictments
are entered against Horton, he will
be able to stand trial.
The day after the accident occurred, Boyd District Judge Edwin
Rice issued a search warrant for the
wreckage of Horton's vehicle. The
search, conducted by Ashland police, revealed beer, marijuana and a
white powder in a snuff can.
Hagerman ordered the substance
to be analyzed and for the hospital
to release Horton's Mood test, taken
shortly after his arrival at King's
Daughters' emergency room. The
results of these tests have not yet
been released to the press pending
possible indictments from the grand
jury.
Diana was an honor student at
the university, having attained a
3.67 GPA and dean's list standing
in her first semester here.
In addition to being elected
president of Clay Hall Council just
before her death, Hamilton was
pledging Kappa Delta Tau, a female service organization, and was
active in the university Honors Program.
The lone survivor of the family,
Robert Hamilton, husband and father of the victims, resides at North
Big Run Road in Ashland.

Gray, Kuhn vie for position
(Continued from Page One)
no identification information on the
return envelope and could not be verified, and 18 were received from ineligible voters, leaving a total of 405
verified ballots.
The voter response, 63.5 percent,
was slightly lower than the 68 percent
who returned their ballots in the last
faculty regent election.

By Greg Woryk
Staff writer
For professors of general education classes with 100 or more students,
mechanical test grading is a timesaving miracle. However, computer
grading offers much more than mere
convenience.
Scantron grading systems, the brand
used by the university, allows professors to receive statistical information
that is not practical for them to figure
by hand, according to Jan MacKinnon, senior secretary in the office of
institutional testing and research.
By using special answer sheets and
light flashing "reader heads," the Scantron system machine can score objective tests more rapidly than a professor.
Answer sheets provide space for
up to five answer choices, A through
E, for each question and a rectangular
dot to pencil in next to each choice.
The dot next to the correct answer is to
be filled in by the student with a No. 2
pencil.
To grade the tests, a reading machine sends light at the sheet which
reflects off the carbon in the pencil
lead. The machine then calculates the
score.
The university has three small units,
Scantron 888P. that only read and
score answer sheets and one large
machine, a Scantron 520OS. that does
several other functions as well as score.
The smaller units are provided on
loan from the Scantron Co. with the
understanding that the user will purchase answer sheets from them. The

Burnham said he fell the election
was fair, and everyone had a chance to
obtain a ballotBoth Hebcrlc and Taylor said they
wouldn't challenge the election results.
Taylor of the chemistry department
saidhe felt the mistakes were honest
ones and didn't see anything "conspiratorial" about it.

GREEK WEEK
*•
WAS TKE WEEK!
Our Congratulations
To Mr. & Mrs. J.

cy, Village r^mmm
Florist
125 South Third St.

Downtown next to bus station

Grading system useful for faculty
multifunction machine costs approximately
$4,000 according
to Rosalie Lasee,
software consultant to the university.
The system was
purchased through
Lasee for the university about three
years ago and is
already outdated,
she said. New,
Teachers use Scantron grading.
more
modern
It can be used to measure students'
equipment is too costly for the univerunderstanding of certain theories as
sity to buy presently, she said.
Dr. Dean Acker, director of institu- well, MacKinnon said. A professor
tional research, said the grading sys- might purposely include similar, altem is virtually error free. However it though incorrect, answer choices to
is possible, although infrequent, for see on the item analysis how many
the "reader heads" to need replace- students did not haveasufticienlunderstanding of a theory to choose corment, he added.
One of the system's better attrib- rectly.
The system also features a histoutes is its speed, according to McKingram of raw scores, giving the instrucnon.
"It takes only a few minutes to tor a graph of student scores that would
indicate the distribution of scores and
score 100 to 150 tests," she said.
An analysis by ton, or a break an idea of class progress as a whole.
Each student's ranking by test score
down of the number of correct and
incorrect answers chosen for each can also be obtained from the system,
question, is only one of seven major giving students an accurate guide as to
features of the Scantron grading sys- how they are performing compared to
their classmates.
tem.
Scantron grading systems can give
For example, if the analysis shows
many incorrect answers to a particular a table of students' correct and incorquestion, this could indicate that the rect responses, loo. This information
question was unclear and can keep the can be used to verify grades at a later
instructor aware of possible problems date and also gives the student a key to
the test or quiz along with a their
with a test, McKinnon said.

TUHED0 RENTAL
The latest In designer styles'
RICHMOND MALL
MEN'S DEPT

I "For

tha ttylm o/ your Mm"

We are now
offering
QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS

Time is drifting near
for Spring Break!

IN FT. LAUDERDALE AT

mee

on the beach

FT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB
18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITTED

10 A.M. to 6 P.M. POOLSLTJE PARTIES

LIVE D J. EMCZONG POOLSIDE CONTEST • WATER VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT. FREE T 9HTRT RELAYS. THE BBXTFLOF CONTEST
AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH . . . THE WETTEST. WET T-OTDTT CONTEST
FEATURED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZINE • CASH PRIZES • FREE T-SHIRTS
AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS
SUMMEK GAMES VIDEO NOW ON SALE AS Se»< ON CABLE TV.

7 P.M. to 8 P.M
COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER 754
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

SUNGLASS WORKS

EVENINGS
SUMMERS ON THE BEACH PRESENTS ... FURY
FT. LAUDERDALE'S FINEST ROCK TV ROLL BAND
NIGHTLY PLAYING THE BEST DANCE MUSIC ...
PLUS 6 BARS TO SERVE YOUl
CUP* SAVE

^VT-:.

ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
GOOD FROM 78 P.M. NIGHTLY

IUMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER)
Summers on the Beach • 219 S Allan! Ir Blvd • Ft. Laudrroale. FL « (303)462-8978
(LOCATED 1/2 BLOCK NORTH OF LAS OLAS BLVD. ON AIM
ADMISSION POLICY: IB YEARS OR OLDER WELCOME

SPRING BREAK '89

17te sisters of
'Kappa Alpha <Jheta
would like to congratulate its
9{eiu Initiates & Qfezv^Pledges
'Kirnberly Anderson
Leslie 'Bernier
Amy Jo Crow
Sonia Jrancis
Tjancy Luktmirt
•Debbie MottttU
AngetaTfeal
Jan'Niekst
Susan 'Pennington
ShetriJoTrqffttt
Cindy%idey
Leigh Ann Shelpman
Angie Thomas
Jennifer Thomas
"Karen Thompson
Lee Anne Tussey
'Bristol"Wattis
Samantha'Winn

10% OFF
SPRING ENTIRE
STOCK
OF OUR COOL
BREAK SHADES
WITH
SPECIAL
EKUI.D.

FREE SPRING BREAK '89 T-SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION rOR ABOVE COLLEGE
STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 AND 8 P.M. WITH PROPER COLLEGE LD.

(X< UFA

TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOD CAN TAKE.
Contact Major Duncan
Begley 510
1215

623 4S40

SPRING BREAK '89

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

ARMY ROTC

304 Ernst Main

CELEBRATE

623-0340

If you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards.

CENTRAL
LIQUOR

FOR ADVERTISING THAT TAKES OFF
CALL THE EASTERN PROGRESS
622-1872

Mon. - Sat. 8:30 - 5:30
Sun. -12:00 - 5:00

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.

answer choices to be used when the
professor does not review it with the
class, MacKinnon said.
The system can also help professors identify problem questions. The
percent quotient option offers a bat of
how many students chose the correct
answer for each question. Unlike the
item analysis feature, MacKinnon said
the percent quotient option does not
provide the number of each incorrect
answer choice.
The system can be used for many
things other than test grading. Professors may use them for research projects on their classes to improve their
teaching. This is accomplished by
keeping a record of which tests have
consistently produced more incorrect
answers so the instructor can put more
emphasis on the class material covered in those particular tests.
Surveying classes can also be helpful in aiding better teaching. Using the
Scantron evaluation system, professors can survey students about their
background in a particular subject.
An item analysis can men be done
to see how many students already have
a good understanding of the subject
matter, which helps in updating
courses, McKinnon said.
Statistical data, suchasstudentbody
makeup according to gender or age,
can be obtained quickly and easily
with the Scantron, too, she said.
Some class projects like phone surveys have been analyzed mechanically after students filled out the answers sheets according to the given
answer, she said.

Fayette Mall

Rayban
Revo
Polo
Vuarnet

Lexington Mall

Oakley
Carrera
Porche
Serengeti

50's
PARTY

FRIDAY, MARCH 10
T-SHIRT GIVEAWAY
& PLENTY ON SALE!
Prizes for best 50's get-up
and best 50's couple.
Slick back that hair,
or pull up those bobby
socks & party at the

MADISON GARDEN
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Salaries for coaches
remain competitive
(Coaiiaued fro- Pace Oaw)
One reason salaries arc difficult to
compare is many coaches are lenured
Others leach pact time, while others
don't teach at all.

Combs said the new policy is not to
tenure coaches anymore because it is
more difficult to get rid of them.
Coaches of revenue-generating
sports at other universities receive more
equal pay than those at Eastern.
At Murray, the difference in salaries between its football coach and the
basketball coach is $5,400.
At Western Kentucky University,
the difference is $1,764.
To make another comparison, one
assistant coach at Western makes

$3,156 more than Good. Another assistant coach from Murray made
$3,000 less than Good.
In all cases. Good's salary was less
than both head coaches' salaries by a
considerable amount.
The women's coach from Western
is making $7,500 a year more than
Good.
But according to Dr. Martha
Mullins, assistant athletic director, it
is not fair to compare salaries from
one institution to another.
It's not fair to compare Good and
Kidd, for example, when Kidd has
been here for a much longer time.
"I'm not sore you can do that In
terms of legality, you have to look at
what goes on within the institution."
Mullias

Energy fair scheduled
By Audra Franks
Contributing writer
Nine Madison County elementary
schools will lake part in the first Madison County Energy Fair at the uni versity Monday.
The availability of a grant to promote the education of energy began
the idea of an "Energy Fair."
Joan Kleine, project director of the
energy fair, said there is always a need
for more knowledge of energy.
"Energy is very important today.
It's one of those things we need to
study," said Kleine, who hopes there
will be future energy fairs.
The energy exhibits will be displayed in Room 212 of the Perkins
Building.
Seven university professors will
hold seminars on energy-related topics.
Dr. William H. Martin, director of
the division of natural areas, will discuss acid rain and Dr. Richard A.

Phonathon meets goal

Brcoker. a professor of industrial
education and technology, will discuss insulation.
Dr. James W. Masterson, a professor of industrial education and technology, will talk on robotics and Dr.
Karl Kuhn, a professor of physics and
astronomy, will speak on energy from
the stan.
Dr. Stephen W. Fardo, a professor
of industrial education and technology, will discuss energy alternatives;
Dr. Morris D. Taylor, a professor of
chemistry, will talk about chemical
energy, and Dr. Ralph O. Ewers, an
assistant professor of geology, will
speak on the geology of energy.
The fair is sponsored by Ashland
Oil Co.. Kentucky Utilities, the Rural
Electric Cooperative Corp., the College of Applied Arts and Technology,
the College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences, Madison County schools,
the Kentucky Department of Education and the Kentucky Energy Cabinet

Fill 'er UD!

Jay Gillespie, a senior from Lexington, (left), Wayne Miller,
a graduate student from Lawrenceburg, (center), and Brian
McKinney, a senior from Clay City, conduct a Nghter-thanair project with a hot air balloon they made for their IET 464
class. All are IET majors.

Students report 'crabs'
Progress staff up oil
Student Health Services has admitted a small number of students in recent weeks who were examined and
found to have pubic Ike, or "crabs," a
common venereal disease.
Dr. Red Gibbs, director of SHS
located in the Rowlett Building, said
three or four students who lived in
both men's and women's residence
halls have been treated for pubic lice,
but he said he was not aware of any
major outbreaks on campus.
"We always have sporadic cases
throughout the year,"*Gibbs said.
Pubic lice are moat commonly

ybu are cordially invited to attend an

Open Mouse
Thursday, March 16, noon to 4
at The Eastern Progress Office, 117 Donovan Annex
in honor of Freedom of Information Day & James Madison's Birthday
Sponsored By tht 'L'KSA Chapur of the Society of Professional Journalists andlbe TasUm "Progress

March

16

Open
House
Donovan Annex 117
noon to A p.m.
To celebrate
Freedom of
Information Day

Progress photo/Charlie BoRon

Give Your Hair, Skin & Nails
the nutrients they need!
Creams and conditioners are
not enough! Vitamins and minerals must be brought to your
hair, skin and nails from
within!
Finally, a single remarkable
tablet for beautiful hair,
H
4IR,SMN&**"S
skin and nails.
HAIR. SKIN & NAILS™ is a
unique supplement designed to
create results you can see
through concentrated improvement in daily nutrition. HAIR.
SKIN & NAILS is more comprehensive than any leading
multivitamin.
HAIR. SKIN & NAILS—for the Difference You Can See and Feel!
available at

transmitted through intimate sexual
contact with an infected person, Gibbs
said, but it is possible for crabs to be
picked up from unsanitary toilet seats.
"(Students) need lobe careful about
wearing other people's clothes and
sleeping in other people's beds," he
Gibbs said the infirmary has an
over-the-counter medicated lotion that
would cure the condition in 10 minutes.
He said pubic lice were easy to
eradicate and an infected person usually wouldn't need to resort to shaving
body hair to relieve the problem.

By Amy Caudil
Editor
The fourth university phonathon is
over and was successful, if meeting its
goal is any indication.
The goal was to raise $70,000 in
alumni donations, and the actual total
is $75,548.50. Last year's total was
$61,500.
The solicitation of funds was done
by student volunteers who telephonde
alumni and asked them to make donations to the university's annual fund.
The fund is used to meet current
operational costs, which may be faculty salaries, scholarships, maintenance of equipment and academic
programs.
This year, a new twist was added to
the phonathon. Students asked alumni
who had donated before to up their
pledges from last year, according to
Lana Cames, assistant director of development
Also, the matching gift program
helped boost pledges. Certain companies match pledges made by their
employees one to one or even two to
one, so any alumni who worked for
these companies stood to make the
university sizable donations.
The average pledge was up from
$25 last year to $30 this year.
"It just keeps getting better and
better and building on itself," Cames
said.
Calls were made from 14 telephones
in the Perkins Building on 23 nights
from Jan. 29 to March 2.
Student groups from the Greek
system and other student organizations made up the student volunteers.
Delta Zeta sorority garnered the
most money, with 18 volunteers soliciting $333250 in pledges.
The Delta Zeias, who also solicited
the most money last year, will be treated
to a dinner at BUnion House, university President Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk's home. March 14 along with the

other prize winners.
The overall winner from each separate week receives a $50 savings bond.
Ron Henrich, the overall top volunteer, who solicited $1135. wins hotel
fare and tickets to Kings Island
Brian Ritchie, who had the highest
number of pledges, won a 19-inch
color television.
A Best of the Best tournament featuring the top achievers from the whole
phonathon was held March 5. after the
phonathon had concluded, and Nancy
Lam kin won the tournament with $525
in pledges. Prior to the tournament.
Lamkin had $810 in pledges. She won
$100.
Diane French came in second in the
tournament and won $75; Ashley Day,
third place, won $50. and Vicki
Gividen, fourth place, won $25.
The Student Akamai Association
helped out by providing a member to
staff the phonathon each night along
with the faculty staffer. Also. SAA
delivered food to the phonathon.
Other groups that helped with Ike
phonathon were Chi Omega sorority.
Kappa Delta Tau service organization, the women's field hockey team.
Residence Hall Association and
Lamda Sigma sophomore honor society, among others.
Cames said all groups were valuable ingredients in the success of the
phonathon because of their promptness, responsibility and enthusiasm.
"They just do such a good job."
Cames said.
Canes said some alumni send
complimentary notes with their checks,
praising the politeness and efficiency
of student callers.
"The alumni want to talc to the
students and sense their enthusiasm
and find out what's going on," Cames
said.
Cames said utilizing student callers is an investment in the future because students who volunteer now may
donate when they become alumni.

Audio Center-Southern Hills Plaza
624-2515
:$5.00 off any radar detector or!
' x$15.00 off BazokaL Bass Tubes. »
*

~~" ~ ***».!«*****

System type: Computer aligned baas reflex-ducted port.
Frequency Response: 30 -1500 Hz.
Bass Eflicency: 100 db at 1 watt in typical installation.
Max. Sugg, Power: 300 total. (150 watts per channel)
Nominal Impedance: 4 ohm.
Woofer: Custom designed, 8", 20 oz. mag.. High Power
High temp, voice coil. (Manufactured in the USA)
Enclosure: High impact plastic, moisture resistant.
Dimensions: 18" X 8 1/2* X 10'
Warranty: 1 Year

Little Professor
Book Centers

Cliff Notes. Posters.
Special orders by phone,
Wide selection of magazines.
Wide selection of all categories of books.

We help you find books you love.
Richmond Mall
62*43522

Student
Discount

10%
OFF
Anything in Store!
(Except Magazine. With Coupon)
Not good with any other special

Little Professor Book Centers
Expires 5/30/89

Get Ready for
Spring Break
Early

A

AWssi,

Happy Meadow
Nutrition Center

^m

Glades Road in Berea
Phone 986-3456
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 to 6

Tannlnq
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New Bulbs!
401 Gibson Lane

624-9351

11:00 - 1:00

Supe-t SCLIBJ
Select or add-on to your pattern of world famous Noritake
Dinoerware now during our
Super Sale of settings, sets
and special-order open stock
accessory pieces. Save as well
on Noritake Crystal,
Casual Glassware
and Giftware

> about our patients
• about the tamity
• about our employees

CHECK OUT OUR NEW LOOK, ALSO CHECK OUT OUR
NEW MENU ITEMS AND MORE TO COME IN THE
NEXT WEEK!
• Pharmacists
• Physical Therapists

3rd
Street
Gallery,
Ltd.
2021/2
South
Third St.

BONANZA

• about our community
• about providing progressive,
conscientious health services

Occupational Therapists

To be a member of Our Team and share Our Spirit the Spirit of..
bLOURTWW 1530 Lone Oak Road. Paducah, KY 42001
MQBPCIJs\l- Aimama nl Mssy Nssja fj—
For more information regarding
positions available, contact
Professional Recruiter
1-800-626-5435
1-600-633-1178 (Kentucky)

EVERY MONDAY IS E.K.U DAY. ALL STUDENTS ft
FACULTY RECIEVE 20% OFF ANY REGULAR ITEMI

C

-All you can eat salad barREBEYE DINNER $5.09!
INCLUDES CHOICE
OF POTATO* NEW
FRENCH LOAF
BREAD, 100 ITEM
SALAD/ICE CREAM
'BAR.

Exp 3/15/89;

U/2LB.T-BONE $6.99
J1/2 DOZEN SHRIMP
v INCLUDES CHOICE
jOF POTATO, FRENCH
J LOAF BREAD, 100
JITEM SALAD/ICE
JCREAM BAR ***"*»*

623-8569

Eastern By-Pass
No specials or coupons can be used together
.

j

I
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Mass Comm Day Senate examines ethical question
set for March 16
Progress staIt report
The department of man communications will hold Mass Communications Day March 16 in the
Keen Johnson Building.
The day will include speakers,
seminars, displays and awards, and
members of the university community as well as high school students
are invited.
Beginning at 9:IS am., Ed
Staats, bureau chief for The Associated Press, will speak in the Green
Room.
Staats has held nearly a dozen
news and administration positions
in the past 27 years, including
working for The Associated Press
in Washington, D.C.. New York
City. Dallas, Houston. Denver, Salt
Lake City and Albany. N.Y.
Also, Dan Lacy, vice president
of public relations for Ashland Oil,
will speak in the President's Room,
and Debbie Shannon, of the Kentucky Department of the Arts, will
show a video presentation in the
Blue Room from 9:15 a.m. to 10:15
a.m.
From 10:30 am. to 11:30 am.,
keynote speaker Frank Gibson,
metro editor for the Nashville Tenncssccan will speak in Pearl
Buchanan Theater.
Gibson is national secretary for
the Society of Professional Journalists and chair of the society's
Project Watchdog campaign.

A luncheon will be held in the
Faculty Dining Room in the Powell Building from 11:43 am. to
12:45 p.m. The mass communications department will give outstanding high school journalism and
broadcasting awards during the
luncheon.
From 1 p.m. to 2 p.m., die following three seminars will be offered: a faculty panel on "Majoring
in Mass Communications'' in the
Green Room, Linda Broadus,
manager of public affairs for Toyota Motor Manufacturing U.S.A.,
Inc., in the President's Room and
Mindy Shannon, anchor and reporter for WLEX-TV in the Blue
Room.
The program will conclude with
a combined session on "Corporale
and Cable TV" featuring Rocky
Pangallo and Derek Cross from
2:15 p.m. to 3:15 p.m. in the Pearl
Buchanan Theater.
Several audio and video companies will ha vc display booths set up
throughout the day, including
American Sound, Macintosh,
Panasonic and Radio Shack.
The Society of Professional
Journalists will have a Freedom of
Information display. The society
will also sponsor an open house in
The Eastern Progress oflice and
guided tours of the Donovan Annex, where the department of mass
communications is located.

(CoatiaeMd from Page One)
"The buyers will buy these complimentary copies from faculty members,
and then turn around and sell them
basically as new books," Schuster told
the senate.
"The market apparently is so strong
on mis that certain textbooks, the sciences especially, can be vety expensive, $75 to $100 ■piece." he added.
"Some of these people actually go to
the trouble of rebinding the textbooks.
They rip off the coven... and then
forge a new cover and rebind the book
and sell it as new."
Schuster also explained the ethical
question of the practice, faculty members and book buyers getting income
from complimentary copies rather than
the authors receiving royalties and
publishers making a profit for producing them.
"AM of this does nothing but incrcase the cost of our textbooks, and it
also makes textbooks, desk copies for
faculty, much more difficult to obtain," he said.
Schuster said many publishers are
now providing free copies only if the
book is adopted or will issue them on
short-term loan basts.

1059 Berea Road, Richmond

services, said reports of book thefts
from faculty offices have not been as
numerous recently as in the past No
book buyers have ever been arrested
by campus police, but some have been
asked to leave the campus.
Lindquist also said he believed a
man fitting the description of Howard
Lavern Pratt Jr., a book buyer arrested
by police in February of last year, had
been on the university campus many
times about four years ago.
"After he left, we noticed books
were missing," Linquist said. "He was
very skilled in what he was doing."
Pratt was arrested in Kennesaw,
Ga., and charged with crimes that
included burglarizing bookstores in at
least .six southern stales including
Kentucky. Someofthe stolen merchandise turned up in Lexington at Wallace's Book Company, a business
owned and operated by Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson and his family.
The faculty senate also heard a
report from Dr. Klaus Heberle of the
committee on the budget concerning a
review of the University Center
Board's budget of the past five years.
Heberle told the senate that Dr.
Hayward M. "Skip" Daugherty, dean

Chinese
Restaurant:
624-0133

500 BAGS
OF ICE

LUNCH ANYTIME - $2.99
& Receive an Eggroll,
or Egg Drop Soup, and
a Regular Tea FREEI

Heberle said he did not find evidence of financial miam.saSsjwnc.il,
but cultural events such at lectures
and some concert offerings "are haphazard, often but-minute arrangements, and tack a sense of coherence
and planning."
He noted this was the rest* of
Center Boardsrelianceoncsttblisbed
national markets.
To relieve the problem, Heberle
recommended with senate approval
that an ad hoc committee be appointed
to study the organization of Center
Board to provide for a more effective
advisory role for faculty, particularly
with the scheduling of educational and
cultural events.
"Our impression from tasking with
Dean Daugherty and with others in
volved in Center Board is that there is
no regular organized input from a
faculty committee in the planning of
Center Board activities," Heberle said.
"There's no faculty input needed
for pop concerts," he added.

SPRING BREAK
PARTY HEADQUARTERS

300 West Main St.

FROM

of student services, "functions wish a
considenblearrwuMofdatcretitasand
flexibility in structuring the offerings
of the Center Board" and "does a good
job getting the most for our money"

Hamhock Liquors

TSING TAO

CHOOSE

Captain
D's
a great little seafood place,

Schuster originally proposed banning book solicitors from campus, but
an opinion from Giles Black, university counsel, caused him to moderate
his position.
Black said ma memo to Dr. Man jo
Levan, faculty senate president, that
"such a ban would be fraught with
First Amendment free speech and freedom of association ptoMesaa. It would
appear to be proper to establish reasonable restrictions govcrnaag the lime,
place and manner of such solicitations."
Dr. Don Calkri, a member of the
committee on faculty rights and responsibilities and chair of the health
education department, said he supports prohibiting the sale of complimentary copies.
"My own personal feeling is that
we shouldn't be selling things that
people give us." Calkri said.
He said he asks faculty in his de
partment for any textbooks they would
like to share with public school leach
crs and local health professionals who
take health education classes.
"They give them to us. and we give
them right back," Calkri said.
Tom Lindquist, director of police

Sweet & Sour
Pork or Chicken
wor Sue Gal
Egg Foo Young
Honey or
Lemon Chicken

BEST PRICES, LARGEST
KEG SELECTION IN TOWN!

Introducing
New Baked FISH DINNER

$3.79

3 baked lish fillets on bad of rica
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San Pranasa
t99 roundtrip
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$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.
A special oflfer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.
If you want to go places, its time for the American
Express* Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines only for full-time
students who carry the American 'Express Card

Buy 1 get 1
FREE!

Travel privileges that offer
liw $99 roundtrip tickets—flytoanyof
man ,8 c ,ies serm
NORTHWEST ,neWH|more
° '
* ^ Northin ,he conti uous 48 l ni,ed states
jSlRUNES
R
'
ISOK TO US
Only °n< *•* may be used per six
month period.
SpedalQuarteriyNorthuvst Destitution Discounts
throuKhout /9W-up to 25% off the lowest available fare
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest s WORLDPERKS*
free travel program—where only 20.000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada
*£.

-Not Valid with any other coupon or
discount
-Expires 3-15-89

Richmond Burger King
Eastern By-Pass
Store Hour
Thurs. thru Sat.- 6:30 AM to 3 AM
Sun. thru Wed.6:30 AM to 1 AM

Hn&rn
t99 roundtrip

I

MRGER

BURGER

CtHCOffO
t99 routulMfi

Denver
tWroutuUriii

And. of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmernber. you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX
We'll take your application and begin to process it
right away What's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you're still in
school.
Apply now Fry later
—for less

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
TH-VEL
HELAJED
SERVICES

•Same rolndiom mi) affh/ Far comok* offer drutfc ca« l*» ^AMH Uifiml auto Caw*«CT*m •uamacafc mrm ra. Jo» michm la *e nuul
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Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

Roberto Miranda, a former Central American refugee, now lives in Lexington and owns an auto body shop.

Seeking refuge
El Salvador, with only a 50
percent literacy rate for its 5
million citizens and an average per capita income of
$710, is a country in turmoil.
The current government
spends most of its U.S. military aid combating 'insurgents;' civilians who are suspected of carrying on antigovernment activity. Some
700,000 people are displaced
within the country; another
800,000 are refugees in other
countries. Here is the story of
one refugee, who now lives in
Lexington.
Stories by Bobbi French
He doesn't look like a nigged Rambo with
iron muscles carrying a machine gun, grenades and bow and arrows, but he has lived
through the same hellish nightmares as the
movie character.
Roberto Miranda. 28. a refugee from El
Salvador, now living in Lexington, has been
beaten, threatened arid tortured—by his own
government.
What was the crime? Not rape. Not murder. But instead, he was a student leader at
National University, non-violently protesting
the conditions of poverty in El Salvador.

On Feb. 14. 1979. Miranda and two
other student leaders were arrested by the
National Police in El Salvador while having a student protest meeting.
"There existed groups of men from the
security forces, called'death squads,' who
would come at night without uniforms and
kidnap individuals they suspected of organizing any kind of educational activity or
protest," he said.
Because his father was a member of the
National Police, Miranda said he thought
he "got off easier." meaning he was not
killed.
But it was his father, whom Miranda had
little contact with all his life, who turned
Miranda over to torturers. The purpose of
the arrest "was to make us admit to being
members of armed groups opposing the
government," Miranda said.
When Miranda didn't tell his father, his
father said. "I'm going to turn you over to
someone who will make you talk." Miranda was then given to the National Police
who tortured him in three
ee difftreat
different phases.
phnsft
In the first phase. Mi-1
randa was threatened
with his life — a pistol |
pointed at his head.
"Who are the leaders?" the guards tor- }\ V
menied him by repeat- /xS
ST
I
edly asking.
"Who are the ones that (are) tying these
people together to get them to protest?"
Then, the guards placed a plastic hood
lined with lime, which peels off the skin,
over his face and tied the hood around his
neck.
Miranda said he "tried to get as much
oxygen in (his) lungs," so he would not
choke. He couldn't retain the air long, how-

ever, because he was kicked in the stomach
numerous times.
The same questions
were asked, but Miranda never told them
anything. Eventually,
he was taken back to
nisceU.
The next day. he J £ s -. J/At/s;
was brought back to the
torture room for the second phase.
The police hung him upside down and
whipped him with their rifles. Because of the
beatings. Miranda's leg was broken. Again,
he refused to tell the police anything.
The third day brought the crudest torture,
Miranda said.
The police tied his hands and feet to two
beams, spread eagle, so his feet would not
touch the ground. Miranda described this as
a "crucifix style."
A suing was lied from his testicles to an
empty bucket.
The police tormented him: "No matter
what, we're going to get the truth out of you,
and you're still going to die."
"You might as well kill me now because
I'm not going to tell you anything any way."
Miranda told them.
Every time he would not answer a question, the guards would Till the bucket with
water.
"I lost consciousness three times. They
then look me back to die cellMiranda said he knew if he told the police
the names of the people, the police would kill
them. He explained that if he told who the
other student leaders were "it would relieve
the torture, but all the other ones would be
killed."
Miranda added that it was an "inner
strength" that kept him going.

He said he was determined as much as he
could to fight it. so he could keep protesting
against the military and the killing.
Miranda returned to the cell for about 30
minutes and was taken out again. This time,
the other prisoners said goodbye to him because they thought he was going to be killed.
He thought so, too.
Dressed in street clothes, three armed policeman put Miranda in the back of a green
pickup truck. Miranda sat in the middle of the
bed of the truck with the guards sitting in the
comers. A rifle bud next to him.
The guards taunted Miranda: Touch the
rifle. By the time you touch it, you'll be blown
to pieces. We dare you to touch the rifle."
He was driven to colonial Santa Lucia,
where police told Miranda "to walk to the
edge of the cliff."
"I'm going to jump." he thought to himself, "because 1 don't want to go back to that
torture."
Hearing the cocking of the rifles, Miranda
thought he was going lobe killed. Instead, the
police told him to turn around, and they took
him back to his cell.
During his prison term, Miranda met for
the first time his half brother, who was a police officer at the prison.
Both of them did not like their father.
"He'san an unal,"his brother told him. "You're
lucky you don't live with him. You should see
how hie cruel he is at home."
His brother contacted the Independent
Human Rights Commission, an international
organization with no governmental ties. The
organization helps free political prisoners.
The Human Rights Commission "makes a
lot of noise about it," Miranda said. "That way
the military knows the rest of the world will
find out about it, so they ease up."
Imprisoned for eight months, Miranda

Refugees transported via Overground Railroad
Running from their county for fear
of their lives. Central American refugees come to the United States to find
help to get to Canada.
Because the United States supports
some of the Central American governments, such as El Salvador and Guatemala, these natives cannot enter the
United States if they did not apply for
asylum.
Refugees can stay in the United
Stales while the asylum is being processed, but they can expect to be denied. If they are denied, they usually
return to their native country.
According to Immigration and
Naturalization Service, in 1987, 3.6
percent of the total Sal vadorans who
applied were granted asylums. la
October 1987 through January 1988,
AA percent of Salvadorans were
granted asylums. In Guatemala, 1
percent of asylums were granted in
both years.
Janet FutreU, coordinator for the
Berea Interface Task Force for Peace,
helps Central American refugees get
to Canada.
To prove you are eligible for an

asylum, you have to prove you have a
fear, beyond a reasonable doubt, of
persecution in your own country,"
FutreU said.
The Canadian government will
admit up to 2,500 refugees per year for
direct government sponsorship. Additional Central Americans may be
admitted if they are privately sponsored, such as by Canadian churches.
FutreU said most refugees prefer to
stay in the United States, because it is
closer to their native country than
Canada.
The refugees who are running from
their country do not have time to apply
for aa asylum, and the United Stales
treats them as illegal aliens. FutreU
said.
If they apply for an asylum." she
said, "then they cannot be deported tiU
the INS has made an official decision,
one way or another, of their particular
Moving the refugees through the
United S tales to Canada is the purpose
of the Overground Railroad.
"Overground Railroad is a coalition of groups of people, all over the

country, who have connected in a
network that say, 'We will transport
people through die country,'" FutreU
The process of the Overground
Railroad is complicated. First, a Christian community in Georgia, Jubilee
Partners, interviews the refugees.
'ubilee Partners decides which refugees have the best chance of acceptance in Canada.
The refugees chosen have the clearest proof of fear for their lives in the ir
country.
The refugees accepted to Canada
have to wait two to six months in the
United States for their paperwork to
be processed. During those months,
the refugees need a place to stay. This
is where the Overground Railroad steps
in.
Reba Place, an organization of
people connected with the Overground
Railroad, calls the contact person in
each town of the Overground Railroad. Usually, the refugees are driven
to Knoxville, Tenn., from Georgia
When the refugees reach Knoxville.
the people involved with the Over-

ground Railroad from the Richmond/
Berea area pick them up.
The people provide the refugees
with a hot meal and a place to spend
the night.
"Part of the goal is not just to move
Central Americans, but while they're
here, to let them tell their stories so
that more people are educated about
what their situation is," FutreU said.
"When we bring refugees through.
we also arrange translators. It's actuaUy kind of fun to do it without a translator because it really gets you down
to your nitty-gritty. And you find out
you can communicate."
The next day. the people from the
Cincinnati area of the Overground
Railroad pick up the refugees.
"What we're trying to do now is
increase our commitment," FutreU
said.
Instead of the refugees living with
different famUies in Cincinnati, FutreU
wants the refugees to uve in the
Richmond/Berea area until they can
live in Canada.
The refugees would be provided
their own house. "That way they could
Uve in their own space." FutreU said.

never heard from the other two student leaders
who were arrested with him again.
For the next five years in El Salvador, Miranda kept a low profile. He said he "didn't
stay the same place twice in a row."
On Dec. 24,1985, following a narrow brush
with death, Miranda escaped from El Salvador. He and two other people were distributing
fliers for a student protest rally. mSince Miranda was driving, the other two hung the
fliers. When they left the car to post the fliers,
they and a bystander were killed.
"I drove off and kept on going. I was so
scared that I just kept driving out of the city."
Miranda believes that the military thought
the bystander was him.
He secretly went to Guatemala and Mexico. Since he had no money, Miranda worked
in Mexico for about six months. When he
saved enough money, he planned to go to Canada, but he never made it because he was
stopped by the U.S. government.
Natives from other countries need to apply
for an asylum before entering the United Stales.
Since Miranda was running from his country,
he had no time to apply for and obtain an asylum.
A person without an asylum is considered
an illegal alien by the United Slates. The Immigration and Naturalization Service sends
illegal aliens back to their native country,
unless the aliens have proof that their life is in
danger.
Since he proved this. Miranda is allowed to
stay in the United States. For three years, Miranda has been in the United Stales. Miranda
added he would return to El Salvador "If I
knew I could go back without being shot"
This interview was conducted through Ua
Johnson, a Lexington interpreter who works
with Miranda

Central America

El Salvador
Pacific
Ocean

Progress Graphic: Amie Gambrel
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Arts/Entertainment
Stansbury presents flute recital
By Randy Rosaabalm
Staff writer
Senior music education major Jennifer Stansbury will present a flute
recital at 7:30 tonight in Gilford Theater in the Campbell Building.
Stansbury has planned what she
calls a "well-balanced" recital. She
will perform Pmnz Schubert's "Introduction and Variations," Op. 160, from
the Romantic era. followed by the
modem "Night Soliloquy," by renowned composer and musicologist
Kent Kennan.
Following an intermission,
Stansbury, assisted by flutists Sharon
Ohler, Dcshay Smith and Dr. Richard
Bromley, will perform the first move-

ment of Friedrich Kuhlau's Grand
Quartet in E minor..
She will end her recital with the
Romantic "Fantaisie Pastorale Hongroise," by Francois Doppler.
Stansbury will be accompanied by
pianist Harriet Bromley.
She attended the Stephen Foster
Music Camp at the university while a
junior at Louisville Male High School.
She also studied with Susan Gilfert, at
the University of Louisville, and with
Francis Fuge. first chair flutist of the
Louisville Orchestra, before attending the university.
During the past two years,
Stansbury has served as historian of
Alpha Eta Chapter of Delta Omicron,

a music honorary society, and as treasurer for the student chapter of the
Collegiate Music Educators National
Conference.
Stansbury played piccolo with the
All-State Collegiate Band this put
February. She was also the recent
winner of the Mary Hinkle Scholarship Award from Delta Omicron. She
is a member of the Marching Colonels, the Symphonic Band and the
EKU Symphony Orchestra.
According to Stansbury, the hardest part in playing these works is trying
to interpret the way they were played
when they were written. "After you
learn the notes," she said, "you have to
learn how lobe expressive with them."

Orchestra, Concert Band to perform
Progress staff report
Progress photo/LMli* Young

Darren McGee, Lyle Travis and Kim First rehearse The Body Electric."

'Kaleidoscope' will be 'reader's theater'
with a foghorn.
The title story, "Kaleidoscope."
tells how several astronauts deal with
the fact that their spaceship has exploded.
"Kaleidoscope." directed by theater department dean Dan Robinette. is
a different kind of performance. Unlike other styles of theater, this production will minimize the use of props
and staging. According to Robinette,
this "reader's theatre" challenges the
imagination of the audience.
"The audience's imagination is
greater than any reality that could be
created with props," he said. "Movement and symbols will be suggestive
instead of literal, to help the audience
get a picture in their mind's eye."
Another aspect that will fuel the
audience's imagination is the stage.

By Sheryl Edelen
Staff writer
"Look!" he cries and points upward.
Heads turn and hands go up, shielding eyes against the glare.
"Is it a helicopter?" someone asks.
Then.thecloudsopen.anda strange
machine descends...
This scene is from the short story "I
Sing the Body Electric," which is one
of three science fiction stories by Ray
Bradbury being presented by the university theater department at 8 p.m.
Tuesday through Thursday in Hummel Planetarium.
"I Sing the Body Electric" tells how
three children's lives arc affected when
an electronic grandmother comes to
live with them. "The Fog" tells the
story of a sea monster that falls in love

Ranked 10th largest in the nation.
Hummel Planetarium will provide special effects, such as the cloudy day for
"I Sing the Body Electric," the dense
fog, pale moon and lighthouse in The
Fog," and the spaceship explosion in
"Kaleidoscope."
"We are working with two technicians [from the planetarium] for the
production," said Robinette. They
have done this kind of thing before
with their star shows, so I'm sure
they'll do a bang-up job."
Cory Anderson, audio-visual technician at the planetarium, said that
they will have to put in some additional equipment to create the effects.
Tickets are $5 general admission
and $4 for students and senior citizens, and are available from the planetarium office at 622- 1547.

S tattler's flowerShop
!A. (Dozen %gses Wrapped in (Paper,
$3.88 W/cOUpOtl Cash n Carry
624-0198
630 •Big9MAvenue
"Empires "March15,1989

The Tanning Salon

The university Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Dr. John
Roberts, will present its winter concert
at 7:30p.m. Monday in Brock Auditorium in the Coates Administration
Building.
The orchestra has scheduled a program that includes the "Carnival of
Animals" by Camille Saint-Saens. This
work is divided into 14 short musical
essays describing different animals.
The orchestra will be joined by
members of the music faculty during
the performance. String instructor Lylc
Wol from will play the solo string bass
during the fifth section, "Elephants,"
as well as solo cello during "TheSwan,"
number 13.
Piano instructors Tanya Gille and
Richard Crosby will appear during
section II,"ThePianists."Percussion
instructor Robert James will play solo
xylophone on number 12, "The Fossils."
The narration of the entire work.

written by Ogden Nash, will be read
by speech and drama instructor Dr.
Dan Robinette.
For the three-movement Concertino No. 4, by Ferdinand David, the
orchestra will be joined by trombone
soloist Mark Whitlock. Whitlock
teaches trombone at the university and
directs the EKU Concert Band and the
Marching Colonels.
Besides trombone studies with
members of the Chicago and Boston
symphonies, Whitlock received his
bachelor of arts degree at Iowa State
University and his master of arts degree at the University of Iowa, where
he is currently a candidate for the
doctor of musical arts degree.
The orchestra will conclude the
concert with "Russian Easier Overture," by Nicholai Rimsky-Korsakov.
Earuer.at 12:30 p.m., the orchestra
will perform the "Carnival of Animals" in a special young persons'
concert in Brock Auditorium for all
fifth- and sixth-grade students from

Hair Dimensions
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TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
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FREE DELIVERY
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10 Visits $25.00

Visits $17.50
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FOR ONLY

Catch the Savings!
20 Visits $40.00

Madison and Estill counties.
On Wednesday, the university
Concert Band, under the direction of
Whitlock, will present its winker concert at 7:30p.m. in Brock Auditorium.
The61-member ensemble will open
with the Navy hymn, "Eternal Father,
Strong To Save," by Claude T. Smith
followed by "Blessed Are They," from
Johannes Brahms' "A German Requiem." The band will then play the
five-movement "Colonial Airs and
Dances," by the American band composer Robert Jager.
Following an intermission, the band
will perform "Chant and Jubilo," by
American composer W. Francis
McBeth. In a more popular mood, the
band will present selections from
Andrew Lloyd Webber's "Phantom
of the Opera," arranged by Warren
Barker. The concert will end with
Alfred Reed's "The Hounds of
Spring."
Both concerts are free and open to
the public.

623-8720

218 Porter Drive

623-8772
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Consistency, variety, contrast make great art
Heroes always bleed.
but heroes never cry.
Heroes always gel the best girl
and then die.
-GaryNuman
Last week, I said a work of art must
be judged by artistic criteria. Those
works that can stand on their own
merits can be called good. Those that
surpass these criteria we may call great.
What are these criteria? How can
we measure quality?
While each artistic discipline has
its own unique benchmark, there are a
few simple, universal criteria. Let me
share a few that I have found useful.
While I apply them to musk, I think
that they may be relevant to all the aru.
First, we may speak of a work's
consistency.
By this we mean, is it internally
consistent? Are the ideas presented in
a logical manner? Does the artist
control the medium, eliminating all
distractions and confusion? Is the final outcome consistent with the opening? Is the middle consistent with the
whole?
Finally, is this work consistent with
itself? Do all the elements involved
"fit" together, and work together in a
logical manner?
The concept of consistency is crucial in music. Rather than limiting a
composer's creativity, consistency
demands that the artist be true to the
basic idea of the work and not waste
our time with any extraneous junk.
Program phota/Lmm Young
Penderecki's "Threnody for the
Everybody, sing along!
Victims of Hiroshima" is probably the
moat horrifying thing you will ever
Emery Lee and Ella Williams led the opening hymn at the hear. It involves all kinds of tortured,
second annual Gospel Jubilee at Model School Saturday. screaming sounds wrenched out of a
large string orchestra. And although
one performance is guaranteed to give
you nightmares, the composer received
a Nobel Peace Prize for this work.
Why? Because, beyond the initial
shock of the twisted, agonized sounds
involved, this work is organized along
logical lines. The smaller ideas work
Progress staff report
Lexington. The clan will con $10.
together,
building larger sections. The
Mary Bruce Blackburn, artistic
Blackburn began her dance calarge
sections
move smoothly from
director of the American Dance En- reer while a student at the University
one
to
another.
The detail on the
semble in New York City, is return- of Kentucky. Following,10 years of
smallest
level
is
reflected
on the larging lo her native Kentucky for a performance in the Lexington area,
est
month-long residency, sponsored by she went on lo New York, where she
Threnody" sounds completely
grants from the Lexington Council founded the American Dance Enunlike anything you've ever heard;
of the Arts and the Kentucky Aits semble in 1986. The ensemble has
however, it is unanimously accepted
received high reviews from the New
Council NE A residency program.
as a great work because it is absolutely
Blackburn will leach a special York Tunes, the Philadelphia City
consistent, both inside and out
master jazz dance class Saturday Cram Paper and from other dance critics.
Another criteria is variety and
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. at the Syncopated,
Syncopated, Inc. is a Lexingtoncontrast.
We often say that art is an
Inc. studios at 161 North Mill St in based dance and music company.
imitation of nature. We can see all

Kentucky native to teach
master jazz dance class

IDEE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
lllCC
STUDENTS WHO NEED

(800)346-6401

Thursday, March 9,7:30 p.m. •
Jennifer Stansbury, flute recital
Gifford Theater, Campbell Bldg.
Thursday, March 0,7:30 p.m. Sandi Patti in concert
Rupp Arena, Lexington
Tickets: $10.75 and $12.75
Friday, March 10,10 p.m. Linda Ronstadt and the Nelson Riddle Orchestra
KET Channel 46
Saturday, March 11,9:30 p.m. James Taylor in concert
KET Channel 46
Monday, March 13,7 p.m. •
"El Norte," Guatemalan film
EKU International Rim Series
Library 108
Monday, March 13,7:30 p.m. EKU Symphony Orchestra winter concert
Brock Auditorium, Coates Administration Bldg.
Tuesday, March 14 Thursday, March 16,8 p.m. •
"Kaleidoscope," science-fiction theater
Hummel Space Theater
Information: 622-1547
$5; $4 students
Wednesday, March 15,7:30 p.m. EKU Concert Band winter concert
Brock Auditorium, Coates Administration Bldg.
• To post A&E events, call 622-1872 or 622-1882
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kinds of variety and contrast in nature.
Likewise, art must incorporate some
variety or it will be bland and boring.
Contrast is also indispensable. By
presenting contrasting ideas, the artist
further defines the original idea ana
offers alternate views.
The contrasts must not be loo severe, or they will destroy the original
idea. But without contrasts, a work
will be flat and unimpressive.
The musical form "theme and variation" is a good example of this concept The best works in this style include variations that are so different
that only a trained listener can hear the
connection with the original.
Variety and contrast is crucial to
good jazz. The reason we listen to
solos by Miles Davis and Charlie
"Bird" Parker is that these men look
the same 12-bar blues pattern used by
thousands of others and did new,
exciting and often outrageous things
within that framework, just by improvising new ideas that altered or contrasted with the original melody.
We should apply these criteria to
everything that we hear. For example,
I really detest rap. It's boring. Rap is
like a song without music, and the
poetry is usually pretty sad. And, since
the whole beat comes out of a drum
machine, it really requires no talent I
can push buttons and make up stupid
rhymes, too, so give me a million
dollars!
But, I stiU like "I'm the Man." by
Anthrax. They take the idea of rap and
enlarge it They combine rap and heavy
metal elements and vary the rhythm
with a two-part verse and contrasting
chorus.
It's also funny, especially at the
end of every line when they forget the
rhyming word and guess at it, until the
drummer yells, "Watch the beat!"
I also like "Wild Thing" by Tone
Loc. This guy has a real swing feel to
his rap, where he drags his monologue
against the beat, instead of right on the
beat like that ridiculous, boring "Super-

Easter baskets
Decorated Easter hats
Egg-shaped candles
Easter basket fillers

• We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships, fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private sector
funding.
• Many scholarships are given to students baaed on their academic Interests,
career plans, family heritage and piece of residence.
• There's money available for students who have been nswapepsr earners,
grocery clarks, cheerleaders, non-smokers. . . etc.
• Results GUARANTEED

thanmost other raps because they offer
better consistency, variety and contrast
So, I wear long hair, and I may be
square, and I may need to learn lo sing,
and I can't write, butl rock all night—
and I get paid to do the wild thine.

A&E Calendar

Phil Todd

"Homemade gifts from the heart!
Special Craft Ideas
for Easter

Every Student is Eligible tor Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

CALL
ANYTIME

He also uses a sampled riff, which
some say was stolen from Van Halen's
"Jamie's Crying," that sets up a nasty
backbeat that we just can't resist
It's safe lo say these two raps are
not great music. But they are better

EASY CREATIONS
CRAFT SHOP

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

For A Free Brochure

Off the Wall

Student discount not in conjunction with other offers.
No limit. One coupon per visit. This offer not valid in combination
with any other TACO TOO oiler.
Offer expires 3/16/89
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SPECIAL DEAL

Easter cards and gifts
available at the bookstore!
Register to win
2 Large bunnies
to be given away %
on March 15.
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2 of our delicious hamburgers
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sets aroundl
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Students...
Have a safe
Spring Break!
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Activities
Chess Club members looking
for new players to join team
By Tom Puckett
StafT writer
Members of the university's newest activities organization filed into a
Powell Building conference room last
Tuesday night and fought it out among
themselves.
And when these guys Tight it out,
they do it with entire armies — on a
battlefield the size of a placemat.
This was the seventh weekly meeting for university's new chess club,
which was first conceived in January
and now sports a 21-member roster.
Vice president John Powell ran the
meeting, recording the outcome of each
game and then pairing off the winners
on a bracket chart.
"We need to know who's the best,"
Powell said. "We plan to sponsor a ■***
team in some tournaments soon, and
we want to have the best players on our
The group meets at 7 p.m. every
top boards."
Powell, a sophomore from Tuesday and is actively seeking new
Richmond, said the club got started members. Powell urges anyone who
when he and fellow member Robert might be interested in joining to call
Jones grew tired of playing each other him at 622-3860.
"I know there have to be some more
over and over again.
They wanted some new competi- good players around this campus," he
tion, Powell said, "so I just went to see said, "and I'd like to prove to other
'Skip' Daugherty (dean of student colleges that we can get up the talent
services) and found out what it took to for a good team."
start a club."
But Powell pointed out that proPowell got some help from friends spective members don't have to be
to create a constitution and bylaws for talented, just enthusiastic. He said
the fledgling organization and enlisted novices were invited to come to meetmathematics department chair Dr. ings and find someone to teach them
Charles Franke to serve as faculty the game.
adviser.
Larry Jones, a freshman from
The club turned in a list of its first Newport, said his father taught him to
officers Jan. 30, and a new chapter in play chess when he was about 10 years
student organizations began.
old.
Representatives of the student acJones passed his knowledge on to
tivities and organizations office said his younger brother Mike, and now
this is the first time any chess-centered both brothers have joined the club to
group has been recognized at the uni- improve their game.
versity.
"If you really want to get better at
Powell said the organization was chess, this is a good way to do it," said
long overdue.
Jones, 21. "There are some guys on
"It's really a shame that wc haven't this team that are pretty good."
had a club here before, because a lot of
Mark Fisher, 24, isa junior transfer
smaller colleges have had chess clubs student from East Lansing, Mich.,
and teams for a long time.*' Powell where he played on his high school's
chess team.
said.

**«
Progress iltustration/Chartos Utter
"Being new to the area," Fisher
said, "I wanted to make new friends,
and I tend to blend in well with the
type of people who like to play chess."
Fisher said it was important to give
students the option of a chess team,
"because everybody can't play football. There's a certain group of students out there that need to be involved in some sort of intellectual
gamesmanship."
Chess, Fisher said, should be an
organized activity at every university.
"It's a measure of intellectual ability," he said, "and it's a distinguished
element in our culture."
In the interest of pursuing that cultural tradition, the club's officers have
moved to register their organization
with the Kentucky Chess Association,
thereby gaining access to a number of
tournaments and related activities
throughout the state.
Powell said raising capital is now
the organization's most pressing concern.
"We need money to buy game
pieces, boards and competition
clocks," he said. "It's really hard toget
a good team going at this level unless
you have those things."

Progress photo/Bid Lackey

Getting to the Point!
Professor Zheng Yi of East China Normal University in Shanghai visited the university
campus Monday in the Jaggers Room of the Powell Building.

KA Volleyball Tournament proceeds
going to Muscular Dystrophy fund
By Russ Cassidy
StafT writer
Jerry Lewis isn't the only one interested in wiping out Muscular Dystrophy.
The Kappa Alpha Order is sponsoring its Third Annual Muscular Dystrophy Volleyball Tournament on Saturday to raise money to help combat the
disease.
Muscular Dystrophy is a chronic,
non-contagious disease characterized
by a progressive wasting of the
muscles.
Support is one of the most important elements of fighting this disease,
and according to the fraternity's president Brian Ritchie, he is looking to the
13 fraternities and nine sororities to
support this tournament.

'We are encouraging everyone in
The tournament will be a singlethe Greek community to come out and elimination format and pairings will
takean active part in thiscveni," Ritchie be drawn.
said. "It gives everyone a good chance
to socialize, and plus, it's for a very Ritchie went on to say the competition is usually pretty intense, espeworthy cause."
cially
among the fraternities because
Ritchie also said the fraternity hopes
are a lot of bragging rights into raise about $750, which would be an there
volved.
increase of last year's $500 intake.
"We only had about four fraterni"It's a chance for us to promote
ties participate last year," Ritchie said. unity among Greeks and get together
"But basically it was pretty much a in a competitive way while we help out
success because it is our biggest event a worthy cause," Ritchie said.
of the year."
The tournament will be held in the
According to Ritchie, the tourna- Weaver Building. There is a $25 entry
ment will last all day beginning at 11 fee for each team.
a.m. and ending around 5 that evening.
However, if a fraternity or sorority
Some members of Kappa Alpha wants to enter additional teams, there
will referee each match and others will will be a $10 fee for every additional
be coaches for each sorority team.
team.
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COPY SHOP
We copy, collate, bind, staple, fold, cut,
drill, and pad.
We make enlargements, reductions,
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design assistance.
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I am pleased to announce that we are now offering the
ACUVUE* Disposable Contact Lens from Johnson &
Johnson. This revolutionary new contact lens offers you
many advantages. You can eliminate the time, hassle, and
cost of cleaning and disinfecting care, while gaining the
benefit of having a fresh pair of contact lenses on hand at
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The disposable contact lens can help protect your eye
health too! As you may know, deposits build up on lenses
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disposable contact lens wear system.
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KD sorority preparing
for annual March project

Urn
iaiba Franks
EV.-1..
By Audra
Contributing writer
"It shouldn't hurt to be a child" is
the slogan for this year's Kappa Delta
sorority'sannual Shamrock Project that
will take place throughout the month
of March at the university.
The Shamrock Project provides
money for the local Parents Anonymous group and for the national effort
for the Prevention of Child Abuse.
The Shamrock Project, organized
by Donna Stone Pesch, became the
sorority's national philanthropy in.
1981. It is known nationally as Kappa
Delta's March fund-raiser.
"About 80 percent of the money
that we get goes for the local organization. Parents Anonymous," said Denise Asher, philanthropy chairman for
the sorority.

Elizabeth Husband, sponsor of the
Parents Anonymous group in
Richmond, said, "Parents Anonymous
is a self-help group for parents who
either I
s abusive
parents or ones who are experiencing
difficulties with their children and who
want to learn some parenting skills

.

.

I

3

Progress illustration/Charles Lister
and ways of dealing with their chil- Shamrock Project is one source of
dren.
revenue to help match those funds.
'Some of the people are court-orThe university's chapter of Kappa
dered to come here if they have been Delta will be selling carnations and
identified as an abusive parent."
buttons for St Patrick's Day Thursday
Parents Anonymous is funded by and Friday in the Powell Building. The Pulling tO ViCtOry?
state agencies, but those funds have to proceeds raised from this activity will
Members of Sigma Alpha
be matched at the local level. The benefit its fund-raiser.
■
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Campus clips
KDTs plans dinner

SPJ plans lecture

There will be a dinner held for all
Kappa Delta Tau inacuves Wednesday in the McGregor basement Any
interested inacuves should call Lynn
Rueve at 622-4583. Lori Wilson at
622-4589 or Kathleen Clark at 6224576.

The Society of Professional Journalist is sponsoring a session on grief
and the media. Speakers will be professionals in the field of journalism
and Health Education. The session
will be held at 7 p.m. Monday in the
Jaggers Room of the Powell Building.
All are invited.

Club is organizing
Anyone interested in rock climbing should come to this organizational
meeting at 8 p.m. Sunday in the Kennamer Room of the Powell Building.
The meeting will feature slides.

Sigma Xi to meet
The next meeting of the university
Sigma Xi Club will be held at 7 p.m.
Tuesday at the U.S. Forest Service
Northeastern Forest Experiment Station. 1835 Big Hill Road. Berca. Dr.
Gary Wade of the forest service will
speak on "Nutrient Concentration,
Content, and Niche in Pioneer Plant
Communities."

Play to be presented

The Red Glove Guild will present
"Cause for Applause" follies will be
presented at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday at Brock Auditorium in the Coates
Building. Proceeds from the show will
benefit the Madison County Hospice
Programs. Tickets can be obtained in
advance at all state banks in Richmond
and at Berca National Bank for $10.
Softball meeting planned Tickets can also be purchased at the
There will be a softball meeting for door of each performance for $ 12. For
anyone interested in playing intramu- more information,call624-0054,623ral softball. The meeting will be at 9 6705 or 624-2079.
p.m. Wednesday in the Grise Room of
the Combs Building- Default fees can Members needed
The Student Alumni Association is
be transferred that night
sponsoring a membership drive at 9
Concert to be held
p.m. Tuesday at the Hemdon Lounge
The Richmond Choral Society will in the Powell Building and at 9 p.m.
hold its annual spring concert at 3 p.m. Wednesday at the Alumni House. For
Sunday in the sanctuary of the more information, call Jonda Gabbard
Richmond Fust Baptist Church. The at 624-2495. Debbie Dawson at 622show will feature John Rutter's 5313. or at the Alumni House 622"Requiem."
1260.

Epsilon fraternity participated in a game of tug of war
Wednesday at the university track and field. This was just one of the activities happening during the Tour of the Decades Week."

Club increases awareness
about wildlife to members

By Deanna Mack
Staff writer
The Wildlife Society's principle
objective is to develop and promote
sound stewardship of wildlife resources and of the environments that
wildlife and humans depend.
Dr. Charles Elliot, adviser of the
organization and associate professor
in the biology department, said the
Wildlife Society has been active on
the university's campus since 1975
and is presently one of the largest
programs in the state of Kentucky.
The organization undertakes an
active role in preventing human-induced environmental degradation.
It also attempts to increase awareness and appreciation of wildlife values, and it seeks the highest standards
in all activities of the wildlife profession.
Elliot said the majority of the stu-
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Expire* S-18-W
Not valid Whh Any Other Offer
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77M best burgers
In the business.

GET ONE
FREE
Che.ee * Bacon Extra
Explr.* 3-16-80
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: BIG CLASSIC
v SMALL FRIES
MED. DRINK
The best burgers
In the business.

dents who participate in the organization have a strong love for the outdoors and a great love for animals.
The Wildlife Society sponsors a
variety of speaker series dealing with
wildlife.
In the past, the organization has
sponsored programs dealing with
wildlife management at the Lexington
Army Blue grass Depot, endangered
animals, wildlife management in
general and white-tailed deer.
The next speaker pre sen tauon will
be Tuesday with Dr. Gary Ritchison,
from the university's biology department, as the guest speaker.
Ritchison will talk about his research project on owls.
The organization also gets involved
in community work with several of the
members working with the National
Wildlife Society on special projects
such as putting bird nests up in the

community.
Many of the students who have
worked with the National Wildlife
Society have gone on to get jobs during the summer and after graduation
with the National Wildlife Society.
The National Wildlife Society
sends job listings to the university,
and the listings are posted on the
Wildlife Society bulletin board in the
Moore Building.
The National Wildlife Society has
more than 8.200 members comprised
of research scientists, educators,
communication specialist,administrators and students from more than 40
countries.
Elliot said the university's Wildlife Society presently has 20 active
members, but in the four years that he
has been adviser, the club has become
more popular.
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SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR MEDICAL
STUDENTS.
Medical school costs are rising every
day They're climbing (aster than many
students can handle without the right
Kind of financial help If you're a
medical student, the Air Force may
have the best answer for you We offer
an excellent scholarship program that
can ease the financial strain ot medical
or osteopathy school and allow you to
concentrate on your studies
Participation is based on competitive
selection Let the Air Force make an
investment in your professional future
For more information, call

MSGT ALVAS D. COX
606-223-7038
STATION-TO-STATION COLLECT

J

BUY ONE
SINGLE

BUY ONE
SINGLE
ffifliW*

Progress photo/Mark Corn.li.on

BIG CLASSIC
SMALL FRIES
MED. DRINK
The best burgers
In the business.

$1.99

$1.99

Expire* 3-16-88
Not V*IW WBh Any Wher^Offer

Expire* 3-16-68
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Dear Governor:
I would like to take this opportunity to urge you to
include higher education in your agenda for the special
session. The problems facing education are immense
and these problems affect all levels of education.
Because of the magnitude and urgency to which action
is necessary, only a special session dealing with all
of education can hope to achieve a successful outcome.
Thank you for your spare time and attention. Education
needs your leadership on this problem facing Kentucky
and I, as a student, look forward to working with you
on this great task.
NAME:
ADDRESS:_
UNIVERSITY:

t

Detatch and send to Powell 132
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Colonels upset MSU;
win tournament berth
Good uses incentive of trip to motivate team
By Jeffrey Newtoa

Sports editor
MOREHEAD—Most coaches will
agree that looking ahead of an opponent is suicidal, but for university basketball coach Max Good, looking
ahead gave his young team incentive.
"I told them before the game, 'Fellas, we're going to Nashville Tuesday,' "Good said. That was all the incentive his team needed.
The Colonels upset More head State
University 63-50 in the opening round
of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament Saturday night and secured a
spot in the OVC semifinals against
Middle Tennessee State University.
But the win over Morchcadcameas
such a pleasant surprise that Good said
he hasn't even made reservations in
Nashville, Tenn., for the trip.
None of that seemed to matter Saturday. Good said he hasn't even
thought of who the Colonels will play.
"I don't care if its the Milwaukee
Bucks," Good said following the win.
"I couldn't be more pleased with this
win."
The Colonels' record improved to
7-21 while Morchcad dropped to 1516.
The Colonels shot 55 percent from
the field on the night and shot 75
percent in the second half. Morchcad
shot 24 percent from the floor for the
night. It was a simple matter of arithmetic.
Following the game, Morchcad
coach Tom Gaithcr showed his disbelief in the loss.
"We just couldn't spit in the ocean."
Gaither said. This is the most atrocious shooting we'vc had in two years."
But Gaithcr couldn't discredit the
Colonels and their solid attempt in
stopping the Eagles at their running
game.
"I knew anything could happen if
we all played good defense," senior
Damn O'Bryant said. "Everybody was

COUPON

down on us, and we just wanted to
show we could play."
The Colonels had control of the
game from the very start, leading 2213 with seven minutes to go in the first
half. But they went on a cold streak,
and it looked as though Morchcad had
fought its way back into the game.
Colonel Mike Davis missed a
chance at the buzzer to put his team in
the lead 28-26 when he was called for
a charging foul inside the paint. At
halftimc, the score was knotted at 2626. Davis led in scoring with 19 points.
"I wanted to go in the locker room
at half with a lead, but at least we
weren't down by one," Good said.
At the start of the second half, the
Colonels came out and went on a 142 run, a run that proved fatal as Morehead was never able to get the Eastern
lead below six points.
The Eagles, although playing in
front of a home crowd, were never
able to get their fans into the game.
Davis' spinning baseline hook shot
with 7:56 to go in the game silenced
the Morchcad crowd of 2,200 for good.
With a little over a minute to go in
the game, Morchcad was forced to go
for perimeter, three-point attempts, but
the Colonels were able to stagnate the
bombing by blocking outside jump
shots. Morchcad had to foul to stop
the clock, but that proved costly as
Elbert Boyd and Brian Miller, two of
the Eagles leading scorers for the game,
fouled out in the remaining moments
of the game.
The Eagles tried everything to get
back in it, including an incident where
freshman Brandon Baker was pulled
on top of another Morchcad player in
hopes of making Baker look as though
he had charged.
Nothing worked for Morchcad —
the game was already too far out of
reach.
As for the Colonels chances of
winning the OVC — university play-
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Richmond Mall Food Court
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ers aren't about to give in just yet
"I think we have a pretty good
chance because we match up pretty
well, and we are going to play on a
neutral court," freshman Mike Smith
said. "We aren't anyway ready for the
season to end"
Good agreed.
"I don'tcare if we are 9-900. We've
got a chance at going to the NCA As,"
Good said.
He placed much of the credit for the
win on the shoulders of O'Bryant,
who added 16 points to the Colonels
winning effort. Good said the win
proved he has the potential to be a
second-team conference player.
"He's proved it all along, but tonight he put an exclamation point on *
it," Good said.
Boyd led Morehead in scoring with.
15. He was the only Eagle in double

HAIR AND SKIN CARE

Mr.
Waffle

Student Discounts
On Cut And Style

OPEN
24 HOURS

623-3651

^ftUNtrtt%_
$3.00 Off
Ladies' Cut

$5.00 Off
Ladje£ Cut And Style^

$3.00 Off
Men's Cut

An Offer You
Can't Refuse!
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By Jeff Cheek
Contributing writer
The university's men's tennis team
dropped three of four matches and saw
its record fall to 6-5 on the season this
past weekend at the Greg Adams
Tennis Center.
The Colonels tost 9-0 to Ferris Stale
University and beat Bellarmine College 8-1 Friday. The Colonels also lost
to Cedarville College Saturday and
fell 6-3 in a match to Lincoln Memorial on Sunday.
"We played some pretty good tennis this weekend," Coach Tom Higgins said. "Ferris Slate is very lough,
and Cedarville is ranked 14th nationally in the N AI A. And Lincoln Memorial has brought in some really good
players from Sweden, so they arc very
good," he said.
These teams may not be household names, but they can flat out beat
you."
Playing well for the Colonels was
freshman Jamie Blevins. Blevins,
playing at the No. 4 singles, won his
biggest match of his young career as
he stopped Lincoln Memorial's
Graema Foreman 4-6,7-5,6-3. Blevins also picked up a win by beating a
Progress photo/Charlie Bolton Bellarmine player to improve his recfigures. Mike Smith had 14 for the Colonels' second win of the season ord to 9-5 on the season.
Colonels, freshman Kirk Greathouse over that team, with (he Colonels losDuane Lundy also collected two
added seven, and Baker had 5 points. ing once in Richmond.
wins over the weekend including the
Senior guard Jerry Goodin had a
The OVC tourney started Wednes- Colonels'only victory over Cedarville
day, but results from the game were when he knocked off Jeff Kohl 7^,6basket and was 1-2 on the night
not available at presstimc. A Colonel 0. Lundy is also 9-5 on the season.
The Colonels turned the ball over
win Wednesday would put the univerBlake Siarkcy, playing at No. 6
21 times. Morehead turned it over
sity in the championship game against also compiled two wins with a 6-2,6only 12. Morehead led once in the
the winner of the Austin Peay vs. 4 victory over Lincoln Memorial's
game when the score was 26-24.
Murray Slate game. The champion- Chris Calfee.
The win over Morehead was the ship will be played tonight.
The Colonels' lone win against
Bellarmine saw the men have little
OVC Tournament Pairings
trouble with exception to the No. 1
Middle Tennessee
doubles team. Lundy and Derek
Schacfcr were beaten 6-2.6-4.
Eastern Kentucky
The Colonels' next match will be
OVC Champion
Championship
March 24 against Murray Stale UniMurray Stale
versity. Murray figures to be a key
OVC match this season for the ColoAustin Peay
'ProgMM HpMUM Roberts
nels.
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A summer tan
is two weeks away.

24 HOUR TANNING CENTER
230 Eastern By Pass
Richmond. Ky
(606)623 8813
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Danin O'Bryant drives to the
basket (top). Mike Smith
powers it home during the
Morehead State University
game (right). The Colonels
beat Morehead 63-50.
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That's how little time it takes to get a tropical looking tan at
THRIFTY DUTCHMAN 24 HOUR TANNING CENTER
We use nothing am that the safest indoor tanning system in the world:
The patented Wolff System. H can give you a deep, dark natural tan
in |ust a few rdaxJng sessions. And with one or two sessions each week,
you can keep your tan long after swnater has faded away.
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GET $1.00 OFF WITH THE PURCHASE
OF THE CHICKEN FEST, LARGE FRIES,
AND A REFRESHING LARGE DRINK!

STEAK FEST
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Tennis team
drops three
of four games

Buy 2 Petite Breads,
Get 1 FREE
You'll be back for more, once you try our
Banana Walnut, Blueberry Sour Cream or Oat Bran
Petite Breads.
Available at Richmond Mali.

Buy 2 Petite Breads,
Get 1 FREE.
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Steak £ Egg Breakfast
Special

only $3.50 w«»upon
regularly $4.35
Steak, 2 egos, hash browns,
toast & jelly, juice
coupon •ipiraa 5/14/88

EKU By-Pass
623-0054
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THIS IS OUR ANSWER TO
THE SAME OLD HAMBURGER!
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TACO
BURGERS
ONLY $1.50
•Expires March 15,1989

Located in Richmond Mall
623-2138
Expires 3/15/89.
Must present coupon when ordering.

Located in the food court-Richmond Mall
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135 EAST MAiniTDOflTOWI

SUNDAY SCHEDULE
9:30 a.m. Sunday School
(Continental Breakfast)
10:50 a.m. Morning Worship
6:30 a.m. Evening worship

DOLLAR
PITCHERS 7-!

MoffreitMir Specials MlNitht

MAaM AT LANCASTER
RIC«H*^£NTUCK Y

A Church On The Move!
EKU VAN ROUTE
888881
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Jirat Saptfci Cljurcl,

9:10 a.m.
9:12 a.m.
9:14a.m.
9:16 a.m.
9:19 a.m.
9:24 a.m.

Keene Hall
Commonwealth Hall
ODonnellHall
Daniel Boone Statue
Terford Hall
Arrive at FBC
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Baseball
team wins
opening
game 8-2

Manager gives time, effort
to support winning cause

By Deanaa Mack
Staff writer
After having two consecutive rained
out games against Ohio State University, the university baseball team traveled to Georgetown College March 1,
to capture its first exhibition victory 82.
While Coach Jim Ward praises his
pitchers for walking only one player,
graduate assistant coach Bobby Moranda credits the victory lo the team's
sound defense, strong pitching and
timely hitting.
In the top of the second, designated
hitter Joe Banko scored the first run of
the game for the Colonels, which was
followed by Ted Speller's single, which
brought in Kris Morris.
The bottom of the second Gor Georgetown was similar to that of the Coloncls. In no time, Georgetown tied the
score at 2-2.
Having a successful night, Banko
was once again batted in by Morris.
The Colonels with one out were thrown
two straight strikeouts to end the inning.
Base hitting was not enough for the
Tigers to score in the bottom of the
fourth. The Colonels threw the Tigers
out the first two at bats, and pitcher
Jason Schira, struck out the next Tiger
batter.
The combination of Banko and
Morris was still hot in the sixth inning.
After Banko batted Jerry Schoen in,
Morris' triple brought Banko in and
made the score 5-2.

Shea Wardwell takes a

By Randy White
Contribating writer
Not everyone can hurl the winning
pitch; not everyone can knock in the
winning run, but for Matt Lee that's
OK.
He's quite content with being in the
shadows because a lot goes on in the
shadows that has as much lo do with
winning as a pitcher throwing the final
strike or a catcher giving the winning
signal.
Lee is the equipment manager for
the Colonels' baseball lean.
A 1985 graduate of Esull County
High School, Lee said he started equipment managing his junior year.
"Most of the guys that played were
my buddies that I hung out with," he
said. "I was bored of going home and
having lo wait lo do something until
they got home from practice, so I just
found a job around them.'*
Shawn Heggen, a senior first baseman, said Lee often puts the team's
needs before his own.
"Matt sacrifices a lot of his personal time on the weekends by doing
the team's laundry," Heggen said.
Lee, who hopes to one day work for
a professional team, said equipment
managing has its advantages.
Progress photo/ Mark Cornelison
"It'sapretry easy job, and if I get to
the
big leagues, I can watch all the
cut during practice.
games and possibly travel with the
on Saturday.
team," Lee said.
He can often be seen wearing his
The Colonels will play Ohio Unimaroon
baseball cap, blue denim jeans
versity in a doublcheader, and game
time for the first game is scheduled for
1 p.m.

Marc Siemer and Ron Pezzoni
brought in two more runs for the Colonels. The Colonels went out with a
bang as Shea Wardwell hit a home run
to end all major action for the game.
The Colonels are slated lo play
March IS the Colonels will travel
Northern Kentucky University today
at Turkey Hughes Field. The game is to Bowling Green lo take on the Hillscheduled for 2 p.m. Later this week, toppers from Western Kentucky Unithe Colonels will play Ohio University versity at 2 p.m.

game, second only lo team-leading
Cheryl Palmer who averaged 10 rebounds. Fleming scored double figurcs in 23 of 24 games this past season.
She scored more than 20 points in 10
games this season.
Cox, who started at point guard this

s^.
Bryant who came off the bench for
the majority of the season averaged
9.2 points per game. Bryant appeared
in all of the Colonels' 26 games this
season.
She twice had 17-point game highs
faS°n»^.rlh<LC0,0nelS,^S. ^ against Marshall University and Easlknown best forhcrpassing ability. She ZZm**mm
State University.
IInivers.lv
em Michigan State
twice tied the university single season
The Colonels finished the regular
assist record.
Cox averaged 8.S points per game season last week with a record of 12and finished the season with 113 as- 14 and 4-7 in the OVC.
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"You still have to do laundry, pass
out equipment, T-shirts, shorts, uniforms. Really, it's the same thing I do
here — just make sure the players
have everything they need."

standing individual female performer for March 18 at the Georgia Relays.
in the Ohio Valley Conference during
the cross country season.
3.000-matar run
Also at the meet, the women's mile
relay learn, made up of Leslie Dancy,
Pretoria Wilson, Dana Petty and Mich- Former record:
elle Westbrook, look second place 3:48
behind Southern Illinois University Record bolder:
with a lime of 3:52.46.
Christine Snow
The men's mile re lay team, consisting of Mike Carter, Larry Han, Andrew Page and Ed Lartey. set a personal best with a lime of 3:14.
New record:
Robin White captured fourth place 3:29
in the 55-meier hurdles with a time of Record bolder:
8.3 seconds.
Lisa Malloy
Dana Petty also placed fourth in the
200-meter dash.
The Colonels' next meet is slated

Eastern By-Pass
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on Bakery Products
SPRING FOR SAVINGS ON:
♦BREAD
'BROWN N SERVES
'COOKIES 'SNACK PIES
'CHIPS
'SNACK CAKES
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when renting
2 or more

On the professional level, one of
Lee's duties would be to polish players' spikes, a job he doesn't look farward to.
"I'm still not looking forward lo it,
but it's all a pan of it," he said. Then
with a slight grin he added. The tips
and pay would be added incentive to
do those kinds of jobs."
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$1.00 OFF

and his shiny, maroon jacket thai sports
the words "Eastern Kentucky Baseball" on the back.
Right now he said with the aid of
Coach Jim Ward his chances of getting a minor-league job for the summer are good.
The coach and I are working on
getting a minor-league job for the
summer, and maybe when I get out of
school whoever I'm with might be
offering a full-time job," Lee said as he
adjusted his thick, brown-rimmed
glasses.
"I have had no reservations about

SAVE 30%-60%

624-9825

420 EKU BYPASS
RICHMOND, KY 40475
623-2925

Matt Lee

BAKERY THRIFTSTORE

•

Video Productions Video

"The Reds are my first choice
because as I grew up, I always watched
them." he said. "If I can't get with the
Reds, I'd like to get on with SL Louis.
St. Louis would be nice because their
Triple A learn is close lo home.'*
The Cardinals' farm team is located in Louisville, about a two-hour
drive from Lee's home in Irvine.

199 Wayne Drive- Behind Pizza Hut -9:00-6:00 Mon.-Sat.

152 Killarney Lane
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By John R. Williamson
Contributing writer
At the Hoosier Hills Classic in
Bloomington, Ind, last weekend, Lisa
Malloy ran the 3,000 meters in a time
of 9:29.39, shattering the university
record for that distance by more than
19 seconds.
The previous record for the 3,000
meters was held by Christine Snow.
Coach Rick Erdmann was not surprised by Malloy's performance.
"Lisa has had an outstanding year,"
Erdmann said, "and this was not unexpected. Lisa is very capable."
Although she set a new record,
Malloy finished second in the race.
Malloy, a junior from Mechanicsville, Va., earned honors of out-
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Makeup Lesson.

I See yourself in Merle Normani most
J breathtaking looks from vibrant to
understated Tblished and beautiful

I
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Sunbeam™

If he does make it to the big leagues,
Lee said he would like lo work with
the Cincinnati Reds or the St Louis
Cardinals.

Malloy breaks school record

Fleming named to honor squad
Progress stair report
Senior forward LaTonya Fleming
has been named lo the Ohio Valley
Conference first-team honor squad.
As well as Fleming receiving OVC
honors, freshmen Angie Cox and Angie
Bryant were selected lo the All-Freshman team.
Fleming, a former junior college
transfer player, led the Colonels in
scoring this season averaging 18.2
points per game.
Fleming averaged 7.8 rebounds per

recommending him to a profraiioaal
organization. He's got great responsibility, and he will work hard. He's
ready for the challenge." Ward said.
As he stuck a wad of tobacco between his cheek and gum. Lee said a
good college career should help condition him for a job with a minor-league
or even professional club.

H«S here, dribbling
down your street.
He's pint-size pizza
punishment and has
out to slam your pizza
Has the Hoops NOID
And he's on campus.
So. put up your best
defense and ca
Domino's Pizza'
Wall pass a hot.
fresh, made-lo order
pizza to your home
court in 30 minutes
or less Guaranteed
And we'll do it
at a pnee
that's sure
to score.
Domino's
Pizza.
Nobody
Delivers
Better-
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Zack presents just the facts
Hello ma'am.
The name is Zack Bruno, and I'm a
Just the facts
reporter, a sportswriier to be exact.
Yes, a copy jock. It's not glamorous.
It's just my job.
And these are the facts and just the
facts, ma'am. And I would like to tell
you the whole story because this is my
town, my paper, and through the varZack Bruno
nished keys of my Royal manual, the
following proclamations seeped
through my fingers, into my head and Sutton will be replaced by either Alf,
Rex Chapman, Winnie the Pooh, forspilled back into print.
It's OK, ma'am. I'm a reporter. I mer President Reagan or Ollie North.
The Colonels' football team wins
can do this.
In 1989 there will be some wacky the Ohio Valley Conference and loses
things happen in sports, and you can only one game, but the fans still won't
say you heard it here first. But that's show.
The Colonels' baseball team will
not important; only the facts are important, and these are my conclusions. return to the NCAA tournament.
Sugar Ray Leonard and Thomas
The San Francisco 49ers will win
the Super Bowl. Honest, I picked them. Hcarn's long-awaited rematch will be
One of 64 teams in the NCAA will boring. The hype, however, will be
win the tournament, not the favorite. No. 1 in the Ncilsen's for two straight
The University of Kentucky will weeks. Of course, Leonard will win
get two years' probation for their al- and retire again:
leged violations.
Golfs Greg Norman will win one
Eddie Sutton will be unemployed. of four majors and pick up a couple

minors on the way to the great "Shark" infested season.
Jim and Tammy Bakker will sing
the National Anthem at an Angels'
baseball game.
The Calgary Flames will win the
Stanley Cup. Jim and Tammy will
demand that New Jersey lose its nickname, the Devils.
The Colonels' women's tennis learn
will win the OVC.
Max Good will return in the fall as
men's basketball coach and will have
a winning season.
Robin Givens joins the Gorgeous
Ladies of Wrestling.
The Reds finish second again.
Hulk Hogan beats Randy Macho
Man Savage at Wrestlemania Five to
regain his championship belt.
The Mcts, Padres, Twins and Yankees make the playoffs. Wade Boggs
gives up chicken and sex and hits .200.
Easy Goer wins the Kentucky
Derby.
Robin Givens teams with Sugar
Ray in a tag-team wrestling match
against Mike Tyson and Roseanne

Barr. Tyson remains champ. And is in
the news only every other day.
Howard Cosell returns. Just kidding.
And the Colonels' women's cross
country team repeats as OVC champs
and places the entire team on the dean's
list.
Derrec Reuben and Traci Rutledge
become instant impact-players for the
university's men's and women's basketball teams. The women's team has
its first winning season since 1984-83.
Sicfi Graff loses a tennis match.
Notre Dame doesn't lose a football
game.
The Pistons beat the Lakers for the
NBA Championship.
The Oklahoma football learn makes
television's "America's Most
Wanted."
And those, ma'am, are the facts.
And remember the name is Bruno, and
I'm a reporter. Thanks.
Editor's note: Zack Bruno is really
Jeff Cheek, a Progress contributing
writer and graduate assistant for
Sports Information.

Basketball season seen as rebuilding year
It's lime to put the 1988-89 basketbench, the Colonels haven't been very
Some people do need to be menball season into the proper perspecPar...
successful.
tioned because as freshmen they came
tive.
or the course A major stumbling block was the into a difficult role with the amount of
Last night the men's university
loss of Randolph Taylor. Taylor never playing time they have had lo play.
basketball team played Middle Tenwas able to come back from knee surGreathouse could turn out to be an
nessee State University in the semifigery in time to play. Subsequently, he excellent player for the Colonels.
nal round of the Ohio Valley Tournahad lo be medically redshirted this Greathouse can penetrate, shoot and
ment In Nashville, Tcnn. Scores from
season just to retain his eligibility for has excellent jumping ability. He had
the game were unavailable at presslimc.
next season.
a good season as a first-year player.
But let us look at the regular season
Vcmon Evans, a 6-foot-6 forward,
Jamie Ross stepped in and found
Jeff
Newton
in its entirety. The Colonels, prior to
was a big hope lo fill the shoes of some playing time. He as well has the
last night's game, have carried a 7-21
Taylor, but Evans was also recovering ability lo be a starting guard for Max
record on their backs.
playing time with freshmen Brandon from recurring knee problems, and he Good.
So why do the Colonels have the Baker and Kirk Grcathousc.
had to give up on any hopes for play ing
Brandon "I'd-rather-die-bcforcThe most dominant player thus far this season.
record they do? To understand it fully,
shoot" Baker helped out in his playone must look at the lineup the Colo- has been Damn O'Bryant.
Nelson Davie, although incredibly making ability, but Baker will have lo
nels have had to play with.
O'Bryant in his senior season has intimidating, never was able to put as work hard in the off-season if he is to
Six of the Colonels 10 active play- managed to average XX points per many points on the board as he needed.
ers arc freshmen. This docs not make game, and many games had to play as He often found himself in foul trouble, play much next year.
for an easy road when you arc trying to a forward. O'Bryant is 6-foot-2. He which only took away the aggressiveWhen it comes down lo it, the
Colonels
were just too young. Inexpeup the season-win statistic.
ness
he
needed
to
be
an
inside
force.
simply doesn't have the height to be a
Having to play six freshmen on a
rience
explains
80 percent of Iheir
Darryl
Hughes,
a
junior,
was
in
a
forward. Yet he has had lo play the role
college basketball team is like having of
problems.
car
accident
this
year
and
wasn'
t
able
an inside player.
an orderly perform open-heart surgery.
Next year the Colonels will have lo
to make it back into the lineup.
The Colonels have lost several
It just makes winning very difficult.
Throw in a few academic problems find some inside height, get some fans
Then there is the senior leadership. players along the course of the season, here and there, toss in another player in the stands and have some lucky
Jerry Goodin is a senior and has con- and with the loss of these players, the who decidedhejust wasn't happy here breaks. If these things don't happen,
tributed well in his final season, but he Colonels have had to find people to fill — add everything up, and you have the university basketball learn could
really hasn't been a true force as a their holes. The only problem is with a the makings of a dismal regular sea- be sitting in the same position next
year.
guard, having to share much of his young team and not much depth on the son.

1 MM! SPECIAL
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lostada

Rice or Beans

m I.D.

Colonels dropping the next three
games.
Southern Illinois University
whipped the young Lady Colonels in
three.
Then came the University of Kentucky. UK swept them in two games
10-15,10-15.
Duke went on lo win the tournament and Wasted the Colonels in a late
rally 15-7,2-15,5-15.
"Our goal was to be able lo beat our
regional opponents,'' said coach Geri
Polvino. "We know we can do that
now. I was really pleased with their
performance."

UNivCRSit* BO°K *

UNIVERSITY BOOK
A SUPPLY

soPPt

"

JUST OFF CAMPUS

Before You Buy • Check Off Campus First.
Serving Eastern Kentucky University
More USED Textbooks
• WSE Check Cashing
(to save you money)
• Hast Check Out
Visa and Mastercard accepted
• Ticketmaster ( tickets for
Student Imployces
major concerts and athletic events)
store-wide Discounts
• Ycar-Kouiul UtKtk liming

We are now open
until 7:00 p.m.
Monday & Thursday

INSTANT CAM! ON BOOKS . . and it doesn't nutter where you hough! tliein

information.

RICHMOND
PLASMA
CENTER

call...

624-9814
r

Progress staff report
The women's volleyball team won
its first two games before dropping the
following three to end with a 2-3 record in a five-team tournament in Tennessee.
In the first game, the Lady Colonels
beat Auburn University 15-2, 16-14.
All games were played in a two-game
of-lhree-game, match-play format.
In the second game, the Colonels
faced the Vols from the University of
Tennessee. The match lasted all three
games, with the Colonels winning 1512,13-15,17-15.
But what started out as a joyous
occasion soon went sour with the

The Students Store • Just Off Campus

LATER HOURS

more

Volleyball team wins two

The Store that Saves
the Student More!

Need Money for Spring Break?
Earn $25 a week!

for

Progress photo/ Mark CornaSson

George Cremeans, a junior insurance major from
Columbus, Ohio, blasts his way out of a sand trap
Monday. The Colonels started the season last
week with a tournament in South Carolina. The
Colonels are now preparing for the Colonel Classic, which begins March 25 at Arlington.

University Book & Supply

\mmivMvh
► ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦• Co'n" of First and Water
tUJj6Uwir*»il *«hmond. K, 4047S

What a blast!

125 S. Third St.

University Book & Supply
528 Eastern By-Pass • Richmond. Ky. 40475

624 0220
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TTte sisters of Chi Omega
would Ci£e to congratulate its
new initiates!
Stacey %pontz,
Virginia "White
Jennifer Massman
Metanie S house
Shannon 'BegCey
'Kerry Sigler
'Kerri Carrier
Traci Long
Mindy 'Burton
Salty Sickjneier
HitfT>reyer

Julie "Willis
Oviary Jo Velton
9^peUe!Harp
Susie Morrison
Jeri "Williams
Julie Talk.
Lisa ^Hughes
LoraSatterCy
"Dorinda "Brinson
"Kimjarboe

^s^^\\\\^\\\\w^^
%

t

CASH
PAID
FOR
BOOKS
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Spring break: destination unknown
Don't you hale being broke? I
mean, it's bad enough being broke
over a weekend or two. but over
spring break?
A very well-meaning, wise friend
of mine once told me that working
hard for little cash produces "loasa"
character.
This must be one of those fatherlike Puritan ethics that he picked up
in seminary school. I'm sure if
properly applied, this theory would
bring about great patience and
humility.
Unfortunately for me. this theory will probably be put into effect
and might even teach me "something." The something I'm referring lo is another fatherlike Puritan
idea called "saving."
For some reason, most parents
have this incredible fetish for the
word saving,especially when speaking about money they give you.
I have two different alternatives
for spring break locations, and if I
save my money, I might be able to
bum a ride down to Florida 10 see
some relatives or hitchhike up to
Vermont lo see my brother.
After all, Vermont isn't really
Vermont unless you hitchhike.

I

Heart and
soul

Joe Killin

There's something very natural
about Vermont that the "Bob
Newhart Show" just can't capture.
Sure Florida has the beach, the
sun, the women and the "Budweiser
squirt gun right," but Vermont has
beautiful snow-covered mountains
and a peaceful, spiritual tranquility
that only nature provides. Vermont
is the kind of place where the starving artist, the writer, the poet and
the Bohemian romantic learn lo
farm, weave baskets and abhor red
meat
In Vermont you might meet an
ex-nuclear physicist who works ins
vineyard,
an honest politician
blowing glass instead of hot air or
any number of interesting, possibly
eccentric people.
Now Florida does have the sun.

and a very hot sun it is. But in
Vermont, I could try my hand at
skiing.
And I've heard that it's a great
way lo meet women.

I can picture it now: As I pick up
speed down "Shriek-like-a-Banshee" hill, I swerve to miss the new
Miss America, spin, tumble, do a
one-and-a-half gainer with an elegant finale into a boulder. This
causes an avalanche. I'm buried,
broken, contorted and rescued 10
days later by Larry, Darrell and
Darren.
No. skiing sounds too dangeroas
and too lonely for ate.
Maybe I could talk my brother
into paying oar way to Daytona.
It might be good for ban to get
out of that lofu-ladened, back-wood,
pseudo-inicllectual barrow and
learn how 10 look cool in flowery
knee-length swan wear and Wayfarrers with the obligatory neck
•trap.
Luckily. I'm tutaiuutfld from
that worry with the really — my
bank account is bare. Bat I'm still
left clueless as lo my spring break
plans.

Family Dog's
Spring Break Giveaway!
Various Other Door Prizes
Given Away All Night!

; /T^^^~~'"v- "*'•
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Police prepared for students driving south for break
. ™_«,.__
ByCVntRBey
Stafi writer
Every year hundreds of college
students begin their annual migration south loFlc*icta for spring break
- and every year hundreds of college students are arrested and fined
for not obeying the tow.
Ott Cefkin, media relations representative for the Fort Lauderdale
Police Department, described spring
break 1985 as "horrendous."
But over the past two years, the
600,000 to 800.000 people that once
made the drive to Fort Lauderdale,
dwindled to 75,00010 100.000 tost
year.
"Last year was a very quiet spring
break for us," Cefkin said. "Spring
break in Fort Lauderdale is pretty
much dead."
The crowds have relocated up
the coast of Florida at Daytona
Beach.
Sgt_ John Power of the Daytona
Beach Police Department said automobile traffic is the police department's biggest problem during
spring break. Power said the Daytona Beach Police Department has
210 sworn officers, who he said
will work a lot of overtime during
spring break, and 65 reserve officer fw traffc control.

"^

Progress pholo/Charia Boson

Law enforcement officers will observe traffic closely during March.
But he said Daytona Beach has
dealt with the spring break rush for
20 years, and the town has become
accustomed to handling the large
crowds.
"When spring break 1988 came
lo an end, we began to prepare for
spring break 1989," Power said.

Although the large population
of people seems uncontrollable.
Power said it is not too bad because
the spring break season is spread
out overasix-to eight-week period.
Besides the problem of increased
traffic,Power said an increase of alcohol -related arrests and fines al-

THE BEACH
IS NO PLACE
TO BE WEAK!
At least not when
it conies to
your sunglasses

DR. WILLIAM R. ISAACS
Optometrist

DR. C. L. DAVIS
Optometrist

DR. WILLIAM T. REYNOLDS
Optometrist

228 W. Main, Richmond Ky. Open Moo - Sat 8:30 njn. - 5:00 pjn.
Insurance Welcome
Medical Cards
Credit Term
Available

623-3358

All Brands of Contacts
Soft k Semi-Soft
Permalens
Bifocal Contacts

Ojitona ISI Ic Association

ways occur during spring break.
Last year the Florida stale legislature passed a statewide open
container ordinance. This ordinance
prohibits the possession of any form
of opened alcoholic beverage
whether in a car or in public.
Power said Daytona Beach has

son* of tltes toughest alcohol
alcol
laws
in the country.
Many events in Daytona Beach
are sponsored by alcohol-brewing
companies. But Power said Ihis docs
not increase the amount of drinking
from his experiences.
"We don't have any more beer
or alcohol Asn any place else." he
said.
After tost year's spring break,
the Daytona Beach Police Department made a study on disorderly
conduct arrests made on the balconies of Daytona Beach motels and
hotels.
The study stemmed from eight
people being injured on balconies,
one fatally.
The results of the study showed
that 42.5 percent of the people arrested for disorderly conduct on
balconies were college students.
This is compared with 25 percent
who were high school students and
33 percent who were non-students.
Power said this is the only study
that the department has made to
determine the type of people who
cause the most problems during
spring break.
In Daytona Beach, it is legal to
(Sec RULES, C-7)
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Will your car make It to Florida for spring break?
By Randy Re
Staff writer
Spring breakdown?
What's more annoying than traveling miles and miles to a distant
beach only to spend more on car
repairs than on having a good time.
Sandy Tyler, a broadcast production major from Fort Wright,
said an entire spring break was ruined for her because of the engine
breaking down and gas running out
on her way to Texas.
"We ran out of gas twice; the car
broke down three different times,
and we were towed 70 miles into
Houston." Tyler said. "We spent
one night in Houston while our car
was being fixed. We started on our
way to New Orleans and broke down
in Baton Rouge."
Tyler said she and her friends
rented a car and drove to New Orleans.
On the way back to Houston.
Tyler stopped in Baton Rouge to
get the car, and it still wasn't repaired. "We had to spend the night,"
Tyler said.
The next day, Tyler said they
were traveling back to Houston
when the car broke down again in
Crowlcy, La. This time, the engine
blew up, and they had to buy another engine, which cost more than
$ 1,000. Tyler and her friends had to
spend yet another night in a hotel.
"We spent the night in an original roach motel," she said.
Tyler and her friends eventually
had to fly back home to Cincinnati.
"I will never take a big road trip for
spring break again," she said.
Those cars that will be driven to
distant spring break destinations
need to be prepared, and people
with cars that might not make it.

might want to consider renting a
car.
Rental car average prices range
from $89 a week phis mileage to
$180 a week.
Roger Abney, manager of Tune
and Tire, said anyone who is going
to travel any long distance needs to
have an "overall tuneup."
Things needed to he done include:
•Change the oil —The oil needs
to be changed every 3,000 to 4,000
miles.
•Check tire pressure — Regular
air pressure in most tires is about 32
lbs. The air pressure varies with
each size of tire, so be sure to check
win your mechanic.
•Check fluid levels—Be sure to
have your fluid coolant and all water
levels checked.
•Check transmission — Have
your mechanic check your transmission fluid to make sure there is
no hesitation or extreme jumps
when you change the gears.
•Have the vehicle lubricated —
See if the lube job is extra or if it is
included in the whole tuneup price.

•Check windshield fluid —You
can purchase windshield fluid at the
local department store.
Brad Ray, owner of Brad's
Volkswagen, said students should
get an overall "safety check.'*
Ray said foreign cars are usually
more expensive to have tuned up
because the pans needed cost more.
Tuneup prices for American cars
range from $16 to about $35. The
prices for foreign-made can are approximately $60 to $1 IS.
The minor things involved with
tuning up a car can really be accomplished by die car owner, such as

'Check all hoses — Have the
mechanic inspect old, worn out
hoses for cuts and leaks. Replace all
of the old hoses and the ones with
cuts.

or pad*."

Getting your car ready for the road
Don't overload the trunk

Check wlndshle
Check tra
Change the oil
Check all ho

Auto Parts & Service Center
531 Big Hill Ave. Richmond

624-2990

ti*«»aci

Check tire pressure
Have the vehicle lubricated

A GREAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES

Spring Break Specials!

WIZE

Lube, Oil & Filter
Up to 5 quarts of 0u*er Slaw 10W30.
new Met. complete dieua lube MoU
cars in) Iqm tudkt

$

Electronic Tune-Up with SUN Diagnostic Computer
Ntl Metre, phi*
irrnij. ***> carburetor (« ajpt
cat*,. «ay» wawn «* SUN
mrpuNr. Add U lor amtmt
pU m» •ddaoral pM
cat Md igM trudu.

4 & 6 Cyl.

8 Cyl.

$3999 $4495

90 Days Same As Cash
with limited lifetime warranty-

11M

$

Installation available

Open Sundays
12:30 to 5:30
Prices Good Thru
Sat. March 11, 1989

Why Shop the Malls
For Eyewear???
Let a trained optician
fit your eyewear!
~^~ We provide:
1) Service
2) Repairs
3) Warranties

<•

Spring break is almost here!
Don't leave without your

with approved credit

Monroe-Matic Shocks

eOMRoer

The added weight of passengers and luggage could cause the
rear of your car to sag and the
headlights to aim high.
"Using a luggage rack on the

•Grease the wheel bearings —
Ask the mechanic to grease the
wheel bearings. When greasing
wheel bearings, be sure to grease
the wheels on the free-spinning axle.

A GREAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES

V

car's roof or trunk can reduce mileage, because of wind resistance."
Some small replaceable items
including new wiper blades and a
radiator cap may may be necessary
and will cost less money than the
damage of a breakdown or an accident.
The AAA Car Care Council
proposes that car owners listen
closely to their car's various
"thumps and ticks" while on the
highway to bypass problems.
"When you apply the brakes
and hear a squeal or scrape, that
could indicate worn brake linings

changing the oil, the air filters and
oilfiller.
Many other minor adustments
are just a mauter of common sense
and can save vacationer's money.
American Automobile Association of the Bluegrass suggests better planning will keep your trip
safe and inexpensive.
Avoid packing your car too heavily.

Raybestos Hydraulic
Master Cylinders ft
Rebuilt Master Cylinders

starting %t\t\^

mmmm with exchangi
Most cars and light trucks

Rebuilt
Water Pumps
tieaiaan S UgM True*

A GREAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES
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A GREAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES

Vuamet
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sunglasses!

Benetton
UzOabome
Ray-Ban

50% Offsug. retail!
Well beat any legitimate price!
madison
optical
240

Geri

Lane

623-030 3
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Break tips

Groups advocate alcohol awareness, safe sex
By Toa Picket*
Staff writer
What's loo painful to remember
— we simply choose to forget
Which explains why college
students can tell you exactly how
many beers they quaffed in a single
hour last spring break, but not how
many jars of lotion they smeared
over the resulting sunburn. Nor how
badly their wallets stung after paying off speeding tickets.
Dan Bertsos, chairman of the
university's Substance Abuse Committee, is overseeing a program
designed to help students avoid
those painful vacation memories.
"Don't Get Burned on Break"
will take place March 6-9. and
Bertsos said the program represents
an intense effort to educate students
about potential hazards ranging
from sunburn to sexually transmitted diseases.
"People want to go down to
Florida and do it all," Bertsos said.
"We just want them to realize that if
you don't take care of yourself.
you'll end up missing out on the fun
you came to have."
The committee will begin its
project by distributing a free brochure containing tips on packing,
nutrition, sunscreens, and safe sex.
The pamphlet also includes a highway map to Florida and a chart used
to estimate blood alcohol levels.
"We've tried to keep the information germane," said Bertsos.
"There was some question as to
whether we should address topics
like STDs, but in this day and age,
it's something students really need
to talk about."

A booth will be set up in the
Powell Building to highlight safety
related displays, and to allow students to test themselves on sensible
vacation guidelines. Anyone who
successfully completes a series of
five questionnaires will receive a
free T-shirt.
Bertsos said the program does
present alcohol-free recreation as
an option, but the real goal is to
break down some of the peer pressures that encourage excessive
drinking.
"I think a tot of students get
down there (Florida) and find themselves in situations where the expectation is to party," Bertsos said.
"Ami drinking a whole lot is part of
that expectation.
"If a person doesn't want to drink
a lot, they should be aware that they
have that right."
Anheuser-Busch Inc., which
distributes several popular brands
of beer, is also preparing to counsel
beach-bound students.
Working in conjunction with
various state tourism and highway
patrol departments, the company
will sponsor Budweiser "Pit Stops"
along major interstate routes to
Florida and California
Pit Slops will be located off Interstate 65 near Henryville, Ind.; I-7S
south at RinggoJd, Ga; and 1-95 at
Savannah, Ga
The stops win feature hot coffee,
doughnuts and advice. Company
representatives will distribute
pamphlets, bumper stickers and key
chains promoting their "Know
When to Say When" and "Buddy
System" campaigns.

TALK of the TOWN
the

9*SW

ssMWKSfs:
Town!
party in

Photo courtesy of Anh«us«r-Bush Inc.

'Pit Stop" volunteers offer students coffee, doughnuts and advice.
'If a person doesn't
want to drink a lot, they
should be aware that
they have that right.'
—Dan Bertsos
The company is also sponsoring
a training program for bartenders,
waiters and liquor-store clerks who
work in traditional Spring Break
hot spots such as Daytona Beach,
Fta.

The TIPS program will leach
more than 500 servers about the
effects of alcohol consumption, and
encourage them to observe customers for signals of potential problems.
Students who make it to the beach
safely will find that Anheuser-Busch
is also sponsoring a variety of social
activities during Spring Break '89.
Budweiser welcome centers in
several cities will feature amateur
musk-video recording studios,
opportunities to phone home free
and recycling centers where students may exchange alum in um cans
for company premiums.
Daytona Beach visitors will also

./->

We Will Be Closed For
Renovation March 18-27
Come parly at ///< \/.U TALK
after Spring flreal:

Other events sponsored by
Anheuser Bush include: a super
wide video screen with a "sneak
peek" look at four major new film
releases, and a gigantic open- air
concert with Mike and the Mechanics, Cheap Trick, and vetereneBad Company and LittleFeaL
Company spokesman Kevin
Williams said the activities are not
intended to increase sales figures,
but to promote a safe and healthy
relationship with the collcgecrowd.

No Matter What Kind of Shape
You're In, Anyone Can Get The
AIDS Virus.

r

WeTre turning up the heat.
covering the floor with sand
and letting in the Blue Ocean,
to bring on the Maui feeling!

be in vi ted to participate in televised
concerts and the March IS Bad
Glazer Chase, billed as "the World's
Largest Squirt Gun Fight."

Today, when you have sex with someone,
it's like having sex with all their previous
partners, and all their partners' partners.
Sounds complicated, but it's really simple:
If you're not careful, you could get AIDS.
For more information on AIDS prevention,
call:

1-800-654-AIDS
Kentucky AIDS Education Program
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Groups of feather flock together
By Colleen Knsitx
Staff writer
There is a rare species of American bird lhat chooses to migrate
every year in the late winter months
southward due to yearly environmental congestion.
This bird is commonly known
4s the American college student,
and rarely travels alone but chooses
to travel in flocks.
"A lot of our trip is not planned,''
said Danny McBride, president of
the university's Christian Student
Fellowship. "We'll go with the
flow."
CSF is planning to go to Fort
Pierce, Fla., for the fifth consecutive year. Florida Fellowship, as the
members call it, will begin March
17 and will end March 25.
McBride said about 25 people
wi II be going this year as opposed to
20 last year. The group has an affiliation with a church in Florida, and
the members stay in the homes of
people from that church.
"Most of them give you a key,
and you have a room and a bathroom," McBride said. They also
cook for you."

McBride said
the only expenses
would be sharing
the cost of gas and
any entertainment
activities.
These activities
include helping
with the services at
the church March
19 and 22, and one
or two activities
throughout the
week with the
youth group.
Other than that,
they are free to do
whatever they
choose. They have
plans to visit Disney World and
Epcot Center one day. At night
they'll have Bible studies or go to
movies.
Amy Mclntyre, president of the
university's Baptist Student Union,
said her group is splitting up for
spring break. BSU members have
trips planned to Hilton Head, S.C.;
Nashville, Term.; and Myrtle Beach,
S.C. About 15 members of the group
will go to each place.

The students will stay at the
church in the area and will need
money for food. Their time will be
spent visiting the elderly in their
homes, planting gardens (weather
permitting), repairing homes and
working in a secondhand-clothing
store.
Fchringer said. "All the plans
are not finalized yet, so anyone interested can calL"
A trip sponsored by Campus
Marketing to Daytona, Fla.. may be
more for people interested in partyingAccording to Lisa Quinn, coordinator of the trip, she may have to
Progress illustration/Charles Lister turn some people away this year.
The reason is due to the large numthe March 18 and returning March ber of schools having their spring
25. Mclntyre said she did not have breaks during that week because of
any information on the other two the Easter holiday.
trips.
This trip is offered with or withThe Catholic Newman Center is out transportation to Florida for
$145 and $220. respectively. Also,
planning a missionary trip to several places within Kentucky. Sister people can participate in planned
Clara Fchringer said about eight activities for an extra fee.
Quinn said last year 130 people
people will be traveling to Owwent on the trip.
ingsville, Rockcaslle County and
Cumberland.
(See CLASS C-7)

"A lot of our trip is not planned,"
said Mclntyre who is going to Hilton Head. "We will have worship
services, recreation on the beach
and some group-sponsored activities."
Those going to Hilton Head will
work with the Fust Baptist Church.
They will stay at the Hilton Hotel.
and the cost will be $75-580 for the
week. Additional costs will be for
gas and food. This group is leaving
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Spring Break Mileage Map

Rules similar on highway, beach
(Cont'd from C-3)
drive on the beach with any vehicle,
because of the hard-packed sand.
But Power said. The beach is
considered a four-lane highway. All
the laws that apply on a four-lane
highwayrapply on the beach."

While on their way to Florida,
university students will most likely
travel on Interstate 75, but according to Trooper Ed Robinson of the
Kentucky State Police no problems
are caused by the southern migration of students on the highways.

"As far as the colleges getting
out for spring break, it creates no
problems for us," he said.
If students are arrested on
drunken driving charges in any state,
they will have-thcir license revoked
by Kentucky.

Go to Florida in
Style!

r

Total Dint
from Richmond
Daytana: 840 miles
Ft. Lauderdalo: 1096

10 alias

iamij
Source:

Ju4y Calkin. Travxl dark "

Class goes to Mexico
(Cont'd tram C-4)
The university Explorers Club
has a trip planned for 12 people to
Key West, Fla. This group will camp
out at Camp Sawyer, a Boy Scout
Camp.
The cost to each person is $175
which includes $2 per night for the
campsite, university van rental
($750) and food.
President of the club, Jeff
Shields, said, "We take our own
tents and cooking equipment and
have group meals."
The Explorers have gone for the
past 12 yean. They are about 35
miles from Key West so they can
snorkel, sail, canoe and scuba dive.
At night, they pun to "take in the
town." Shields said.
Shields said bathroom facilities
and showers are available. Also,
there are a number of vacancies.
While some university students
will be spending their spring breaks

involved with community or partying, an entirely different trip is
planned by the students of Geology
450. This group will go to Waxaca,
Mexico. The purpose is to study the
Indian culture and its expression
through art.
Dr. David Zurich, coordinator
of the trip, said the group will fly
into Mexico City March 18 and
will fly to Waxaca March 19.
There is local bus transportation
available nightly that students can
take to cinemas, museums and discos. "The students are encouraged
to pursue their own interests," Zurich said.
The cost of this trip is $750 plus
food and entertainment expenses.
During the week, the students
will visit nearby archaeological sites
and craft villages. Zurich said the
focus of the class is to research the
craft industry in that area.
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ALWAYS THE LOW PRICE
ON THE BRANDS YOU TRUST.
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Store Hours
9am to 0pm
Mon.-Sat.
1:30-6pm Sun

